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r NTRODUCTION 
Quasiconformal mappings on the unit sphere in complex space were 
introduced by Mostow [M2]. They playa decisive role in the proof of the 
rigidity theorem in the real rank one case. Locally, the structure of the 
Heisenberg group H n is the same as the structure of the unit sphere S~" + 1 
in en + 1. Globally, the unit ball B" + 1 in en , 1 is biholomorphically equiv-
alent to the domain 
and the Heisenberg group is identified with (1D. There is thus a natural 
bijection from S 2" + 1 (;:': onto H" which can be interpreted as a 
generalized stereographic projection with center ;:' E S 2" + 1. As boundaries 
of strictly pseudoconvex domains both S 2" + 1 and H n are equipped with a 
Cauchy-Riemann structure and in particular with a contact structure. As 
the simplest example ("flat" in an appropriate sense), H" plays the same 
role relative to general strictly pseudoconvex CR-manifolds as R" plays 
relative to Riemannian manifolds. 
H" has a natural left translation-invariant metric space structure which 
is very different from the structure of the underlying Euclidean space. It is 
in terms of this metric that quasiconformality is defined. It was shown in 
[KR 1] that, at least in the C f -case, the quasiconformal mappings preserve 
the contact structure and are of bounded dilatation with respect to the 
positive quadratic form (the Levi form) defined on the horizontal tangent 
space. Quasiconformality can in fact be expressed in terms of a system of 
differential equations which is of a type similar to the classical Beltrami 
equation in the plane. 
In this paper we now present the complete framework for a theory of 
quasiconformal mappings on the Heisenberg group. 
Our exposition is strongly influenced by the present state of the theory 
of quasiconformal mappings in Euclidean space R". In many ways the 
quasiconformal mappings on H" behave exactly like those on R". There are 
however also some differences. On the Euclidean spaces there is no 
Beltrami equation except in dimension 2. On the Heisenberg groups H the 
Beltrami systems are present in all dimensions. However, the solvability 
questions for the Beltrami systems on H" are quite intricate and will not 
lead to the same startling results as in the real two-dimensional case. In the 
present treatment we restrict ourselves to a discussion of the dilatation 
conditions in connection with the Beltrami system. For an attempt to get 
an insight into the structure of the system of Beltrami equations we refer 
the reader to [KR 1 ]. 
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The regularity questions are much more difficult to handle in the case of 
the Heisenberg groups. 
The system of horizontal hyperplanes (defined as a subbundle of the 
tangent bundle via the contact form r) is non-integrable. The product 
structure for the volume measure does not have as simple a geometric 
interpretation as that in the Euclidean case. As a result, the crucial 
ACL-regularity condition for quasiconformal mappings cannot be proved 
as easily as in the Euclidean case. Mostow had overlooked this additional 
difficulty in his original proof of the ACL-regularity. But once we brought 
this point to his attention, he worked out a complete proof [M3]. A 
version of this new proof which fits the present setting of the theory on the 
Heisenberg group is included in our paper. 
Pansu's differentiability theorem (Section 2.2) is basic for all further 
developments. As in the Euclidean case, differentiability a.e. is derived from 
the Rademacher-Stepanov theorem [PI]. 
It is quite essential that Pansu's notion of differentiability is adapted to 
the Heisenberg group structure. The derivative will be a linear mapping on 
the Lie algebra of the Heisenberg group, which preserves the grading. As 
a consequence, the tangent mapping to the quasiconformal mapping will 
not only preserve the horizontal hyperplanes but at each point where the 
derivative exists it will also be a multiple of a symplectic transformation 
when restricted to the horizontal hyperplane. 
Without this additional information the Beltrami equations could not 
have been formulated in the non-smooth case. But as it stands, the 
K-quasiconformal mappings f on Hn, interpreted as mappings 
(/1' ... ,fn+ I): aD --+ cD c Cn + I, 
satisfy 
'ZJk = L I1ljZdk, k = 1, ... , n + 1, 
I~I 
a.e. and the dilatation condition corresponding to the distortion inequality 
IIHlly"~K, 
(cf. Theorem C, Section 2.4). 
1 + 111111 ~K 
1 -1i1111 
The Beltrami equation combined with the dilatation condition, the dif-
ferentiability a.e., and the ACL-property make up the "analytic definition" 
for quasiconformality on the Heisenberg group. 
There is a natural conform ally invariant notion of capacity on the 
Heisenberg group (conformal invariance means invariance under the action 
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of SU(n + 1, 1)). In direct analogy to the Euclidean situation, the capacity 
of a condenser R will be changed by at most a factor KII + 1 under a 
K-quasiconformal mapping f: 
cap R ~ KII + 1 cap fR 
(Pansu [P 1 ]). It is customary to refer to this property as the "geometric 
definition" for quasiconformality. In the Euclidean case it is well known 
that the distortion property (H is uniformly bounded) can be derived from 
this inequality. All available proofs for this fact make use of a symmetriza-
tion process for condensers. This method does not seem to have an 
analogue in the Heisenberg setting. There is a lack of symmetry in the 
structure of the Heisenberg group. 
But there is now a different method available for estimating capacities 
[R2], which readily leads to the desired bounds on the distortion. As in 
the Euclidean case, the crucial inequality (Theorem E, Section 3.4) also 
implies global bounds. So all the known results from the Euclidean 
analysis, like local Holder continuity and normal family properties have 
their counterparts in the theory of quasiconformal mappings on the 
Heisenberg group. It also becomes possible to prove the equivalence of the 
metric, analytic, and geometric definitions of quasiconformality. 
We present the complete calculations for such an analysis in connection 
with Gehring's result [G] on the L"-integrability of the partial derivatives 
of a quasiconformal mapping. 
The final section is devoted to quasiconformal deformations. A vector 
field v generating a flow h \ of quasiconformal mappings necessarily has to 
be of the form 
II 
with p a real valued function. Otherwise the horizontal hyperplanes would 
not be preserved under the tangent mappings (11,)*. 
It turns out (Theorem H, Section 5.5) that for vector fields L' with 
compact support the only condition which has to be imposed is 
k,j= 1, ... , n. 
This then suffices to ensure uniqueness and quasiconformality of the flow 
(for the corresponding theorem in the Euclidean setting see [R 1] and 
[S] ). 
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1. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY 
A homeomorphism f between domains of the Heisenberg group is 
quasiconformal if 
H( ) I· maxd(p.q)=rd(f(p),J(q)) p = 1m sup . 
r ~ 0 mmd(p. q) = r d(f(p ),J(q)) 
is uniformly bounded (see Section 1.1). It should be observed that no 
regularity hypothesis is involved in this definition. Yet regularity-and this 
is a remarkable fact-can be derived. In Section 1.3 it will be shown that 
quasiconformal mappings are absolutely continuous on a.e. fiber of any 
smooth fibration (ACL). This proof is adapted from Mostow [MI, M3]. 
We then proceed to show absolute continuity with respect to the (Haar) 
measure. At this point we take for granted that quasiconformal mappings 
satisfy a doubling inequality. This is a fact whose proof we postpone to 
Section 3.4. For this point we closely follow the line of arguments in 
Pansu's thesis [PI]. In contrast to Pansu's setting, however, we will refrain 
from assuming quasiconformality of the inverse mapping. At a later stage 
it will then be shown that the inverse of a k-quasiconformal mapping 
is automatically k-quasiconformal. The corresponding result for the 
Euclidean theory also lacks a direct proof; it can only be shown to hold 
once the theory is sufficiently developed. 
Covering theorems are an indispensable tool. In the Heisenberg group 
the classical Besicovitch covering theorem fails. This slightly complicates 
matters. It is in fact the reason that the doubling condition is used in the 
section on rectifiability. 
1.1. Definition for Quasiconformality 
In our model for the Heisenberg group H n we take R 2n + I as the under-
lying space and provide it with the group multiplication 
(x, y, t)(x', y', t') = (x + x', y + .y', t + t' - 2x . y' + 2y . x'), 
where x = (x I, ... , x,J, y = (YI' ... , Yn) ERn, and t E R. This multiplication is 
non-commutative. The Lie algebra of left invariant vector fields is given by 
a a 
X=-+2y lax) J at 
a a 
Y =--2x·-Jay) J at 
a 
T=-;;;-, 
vt 
j= 1, "" n 
j= I, ... , n 
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and the only non-trivial commutator relations are 
[X" Y,] = -4T .i = I, ... , 11. 
Two dilTerent yet equivalent left invariant metrics on the Heisenberg 
group are commonly used. The Heisenberg distance derived from the norm 
is given by 
d(p, q) = Ip Iql, p, qEH". 
The Carnot Caratheodory metric d, is based on the curve length of 
horizontal curves. A smooth curve }': [0, I] --> H is horizontal if its tangent 
vectors 'i( I), t E [0, I], lie in the subspace of the tangent space spanned by 
the vector fields X" Y, (j = I, ... , n). On the vector bundle of these horizon-
tal hyperplanes we define the quadratic form with respect to which the 
vectors '\:'1' ... , X"' Y 1 , ••• , Y" are orthonormal. The vector fields being left 
invariant, the quadratic form is then also invariant with respect to the 
action of the group given by left multiplication. The length of :' is now 
given by 
.1 
I ("!'l = J K(}i(t), W)) 1 2 dt 
o 
and the CarnotCaratheodory distance d, between two points p, q E H" is 
the infimum of the lengths of all horizontal curves connecting p to q: 
d,( p, q) = inf 1(,' ). 
The two metrics d and d, are dilTerent but equivalent. 
Quasiconformality can be defined on any metric space. Our definition for 
the Heisenberg group is based on the Heisenberg metric: 
DEFINITIOI'< (Metric Definition for Quasiconformality). A homeo-
morphism f: U --> (J' between domains in the Heisenberg group H" is 
quasiconformal if 
H(p) = lim sup H(p, r) 
r .. () 
I· max"I!'. 'Ii ~ r d(f(p), f(q)) = 1m sup . , 
r->O mm"lp, 'II = rd(f(p),f(q)) 
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is uniformly bounded. The homeomorphism f is K-quasiconformal if. in 
addition, 
IIHII f = supess H(p) ~ K. 
PEl" 
If the Carnot-Caratheodory distance d, were used in this definition, 
nothing would change. The same class of quasiconformal mappings would 
result. This will become clear from the analytic definition formulated in 
Section 2.4. It is essentially due to the fact that for any horizontal curve " 
the relation 
holds. 
1.2. Fibrations 
lim d(},(t'), }'(t)) = 1 
t'~1 d,(",/(t'), {'(t)) 
Quasiconformal mappings are absolutely continuous on almost all 
curves of any smooth fibration (see Theorem A). In this section we discuss 
measures on smooth horizontal fibrations in order to give some precise 
meaning to the terminology "almost all curves." 
The curve families r under consideration are smooth fiberings of open 
subsets A c H". Typically the curves }' E r are orbits of some differential 
equation :i: = V(x) with a horizontal vector field V. 
If the associated flow is denoted by j" then the fibration is of the form 
}'(s) = fAp) 
with p on a surface S transverse to the vector field V and the parameter s 
in an open interval Ie R. 
It will be assumed that the fibration r of A is equipped with a measure 
dl' which satisfies 
colBllP l)iP~r d}'~ClIBllP-l)P 
.. i' E r. t' n B{x, r) ¥- <p 
( 1 ) 
for all sufficiently small balls B(x, r) c A, with constants Co and C1 inde-
pendent of B(x, r). The integer p = 2n + 2 is the homogeneous dimension 
of H". 
For the above situation of a fibering determined by a vector field V, a 
measure d}' can be obtained from the contraction i( V) of the vector field 
V with the biinvariant volume form dv followed by a suitable normaliza-
tion. If J/; is the Jacobian determinant of the flow jn then 
f: i ( V) dv = J/; i ( V) dv 
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or equivalently 
f}(J j ,i(V)dv)=i(V)(/Z;. 
The tangent vector to the I-parameter family )' I of curves passing 
through the points p exp tX can be identified with the tangent vector X at 
p. Under the flow I this vector is mapped onto UJ* X. The form 
J, J( V) de 
therefore determines a measure elf' on the fibration. 
In the special case where V is a left invariant horizontal vector field, the 
flow f, is right translation by exp .I V. Since ell' is right invariant, Jj', == I. 
U sing left invariance and homogeneity with respect to dilations, it 
follows that 
r di'=cIB(x,r)llf' II{'IIVII 
".,.n m \. rJ#-¢ 
where I! VI! is the invariant length of the horizontal tangent vector V. The 
constant (' can be calculated explicitly. 
If V is a smooth, not necessarily left invariant but horizontal vector field 
and if at x the measure di' is given by 
ai( V) dv, 
then this argument shows that for k> I, 
k lac IB(x, r)ll{' 11f' IVI ~f d)'~kac IB(x, r)ll{' 11f' IVI 
;,n8(\.rl#1/> 
as soon as r is sufficiently small. 
As an example let us consider the angular measure. Set I' = 1(::, t)l and 
define the horizontal vector field V as the renormalized invariant gradient 
A direct calculation then shows that 
div V= 2n + 2 
Vr=r 
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The associated flow Is on Hn \ {(O, t): t E R} maps points at distance d 
from the origin onto points at distance e'd. In fact, setting r(x) = Ixl we 
find for the orbits Ys(x) starting at x that 
d d 
-d 1}'s(x)1 =-r(}',.(x)) = Vr=r= 1,',(x)1 
s ds 
and therefore 
ly,(x)1 = eS Ixl· 
Similarly, 
Consider then the curves I',(x) with Ixl = I, x of. (0, ± I). On this fibra-
tion r, 
fr,i(V) dv = e -s(2n+ 2I i( V) dv. 
But on these orbits 
r = 1}',(x)1 = eS , 
so that the measure d}' at x = (z, t) has the form 
dy = r - 2n - 2 i( V) dv. 
In this particular case a renormalization by a function of r2/lzl2 is possible, 
since this quantity is invariant under the flow. In order to have 
f ctr~/(r) IBllp- lliP i'nB#tjJ 
for a function of r only (and for sufficiently small balls B centered at x), the 
measure is multiplied by the density (j= Izl/r=r/IVI. 
The new measure 
1 dr' = r- 2n - l - i(V) dv 
IVI 
then satisfies (for some k> 1) 
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Intuitively, this measure gives the angular distribution of the polar coor-
dinates. 
There is a further property that the fibrations r have to display. There 
must exist a constant ('2 such that for sulliciently small balls B( .Y, r), 
i 2) 
Here, .1 1 is one-dimensional Hausdorff measure, described in more detail 
in the next section. Again, for a fibration determined by a left invariant 
vector field, the homogeneity and left invariance imply the existence of a 
constant (' such that 
J ,1 1(l'nB(y,3r))II'd)'=('IVI 
',Hi \, rl ¥' 
If r is an arbitrary libration of a domain A given by a smooth horizontal 
vector field V and if the measure tI;' is of the form 
(/ i( n til' (/ > 0, 
then for a constant 1'1 > (' and for sufTiciently small balls, 
J 11 Ii i' n B( Y, 3,.))1 {' eli':So 1'1(/ sup III 
'(', HI \. J) I" If! \ ,,_ ,·1 
1.3. Ahsolute COlltinuitr Oil Lillcs 
Let us recall a key point in the proof of the absolute continuity on lines 
for the quasiconformal mappings in R": Given the fibration by straight 
lines ;'{' parallel to the XI-axis, the balls Bi.\", r) centered on ;'1' project along 
the lines onto ill -- I )-dimensional balls on the coordinate plane 
y = : Y E R" : .\"1 = 0 l and the radius of B( x, r) equals the radius of its 
projection. 
The situation on the Heisenberg group is drastically different with 
respect to this projection property. There are no smooth horizontal 
fiberings such that for all balls Bi Y, ,.) centered on the fiber f'1' their projec-
tion iTi B( Y, ,.)) along the fibers onto a transversal surface Y will be con-
tained in a ball Bi iTY, Cr) of radius at most C,. i C a fixed constant). This 
is essentially due to the fact that the rleid 1-111" = : J' E Til" : wi V 1= O} of 
horizontal hyperplanes is not integrable. 
To give a precise proof consider the vector field V of horizontal unit 
tangent vectors to the fibration and denote its associated flow by.f;. The 
fibers can then be parametrized by 
;')S)=/,(p) 
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with p on the transversal surface Y. For fixed s the tangent mapping U,)* 
maps the vector V(p) at p E Y onto V(x) at x = }'p(s). Furthermore, if X' is 
any vector at p E Y tangent to Y, which is mapped onto a horizontal vector 
X = UJ* X', then X' itself must be horizontal. Otherwise d(x', x' exp r X') 
is of order r 12, while d(x, x exp r X) is of order r, in contradiction to our 
assumption. Therefore the flow I maps the horizontal plane at p onto the 
horizontal plane at X=i'p(S). 
From the composition property 11+, =110 j, it can then be concluded 
that the flow j, preserves the field of horizontal planes. By the theorem of 
Libermann (see also Proposition 24), vector fields which generate flows j, 
of contact transformations have to be of the form 
for some real valued function p. But since V is horizontal, p == 0, which 
implies V == O. 
We next give the setup for the main lemma, which enters into the proof 
of the ACL-property on the Heisenberg group. Consider the left invariant 
fibering determined by the vector field Xl = (V/oxd + 2Yl(0/0/). We restrict 
ourselves to the cube 
Q= YYo 
with }'o the base fibre Yo(s) = exp sX1 , lsi < M, and Y the transverse hyper-
surface 
For p E Y, /'P = PI'o is a horizontal fiber through p and Q is the union of all 
these fibers. The projections nO and n = n yare defined by 
n(pYo(S))=PE Y for lsi <M 
and 
nO(x, y, t) = (x, y, 0) 
Furthermore, the composition ~ = nO 0 n projects onto 
Yo= {(x,y, t):x 1 =0, t=O, Ix) <M, Iyjl <M}. 
Denote the ball with center q = /,p(s) and radius r by B(q, r). The projec-
tion nB(}'p(s), r) depends on s, however the projection ~B('I'p(s), r) is 
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independent of s and will be denoted by BO( l>' r) with pO = nOp, p E Y. The 
tubular neighbourhood of radius r, 
E(p, r) = Pi'oB(e, r) n Q, 
of the fiber i'p = No satisfies the relation 
. IE(p, r)1 
lIm 0 + I = const > O. 
r _ 0 r~n 
Here IA I denotes the Lebesgue (or Haar) measure of the set A c .ffn. 
MAIN LEMMA. 
I· . f IJE(p, r)1 1m In 0 I < ':-£ 
r - 0 ,_II + jor a.e. p E Y. 
The Lebesgue differentiation theorem gives 
. If(( IBo(po, r))1 
hm • I ° 0 < :-£ r~() I.;; B(p,r)1 for a.e. po E yo. 
To arrive at a contradiction assume 
. IJE(p, r)1 
Tip) := hm 0 = :-£' 
r __ O r"",I1+1 
in a set C of positive measure. Then there exist a positive constant c and 
a set CO c Y such that CO = nOC has (211 - 1 )-dimensional measure> 0 and 
such that for all po E CO the linear measure of the set 
Cpu = {p E C : nOp = po and r(p) = :-£ } 
exceeds c. For any A> 0 and p E Cpo there exists then f. = ErA, p) > 0 such 
that 
IfE(p, t)1 ~ Ar2n + I 
for all r < £. In this construction, the set C can be chosen such that 
c;( A, p) = t;( A) is uniform in p E C. In fact, for k, 11 EN set 
Then 
for all kEN 
11=1 
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and n = n(k) can thus be chosen such that 
meas(Ck, n(kl) > (1 - 2}+ I) (meas C) 
The set C=n:~] Ck,n(kJ has positive measure and e(k,p»l/n(k) for 
all pEe. The set C is then obtained as the union of all C~ = nO-lpo n C 
whose linear measure exceeds a sufficiently small constant. 
In the next step, the "vertical thickness" of E(p, r) is doubled. For this 
set Ur = {(O, 0, t) E Yfn : It I < r2}. Then 
IE(p, r)1 ~ k I Ur· E(p, r)1 
for some positive constant k. In fact, the measure of UrE(p, r) is roughly 
twice the measure of E(p, r). Altogether, this shows that for any A> 0 
there exists /; > 0 such that 
If(UrE(p, r»1 ~ IfE(p, r)1 ~A IUrE(p, r)1 
whenever 0 < r < /; and p E C. 
LEMMA. There exists a constant k> 0 with the following property: If 
E(p, r) n gE(p, r);6 0 
for p E Y and g = (0,0, t) E Hn, then It I ~ er2. 
Since g is in the center and since the distance is left invariant it suffices 
to prove the statement for p = e. By the hypothesis, there exist sand s' with 
B(exp sX], r) n B(g exp s'X], r);6 0. 
Applying nO one sees that 
Is-s'l <2r 
or, in other words, 
s' =s+So ISol < 2r. 
The t-component of any element in the set 
is of the form 
607 III 1-2 
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with (x', y', t') E B(e, r) and hence 1),',1 < r, It'l < r2. Since 
B(e, r) ng exp soX, B(e, r) #- 0, 
it follows that for any point in the intersection 
These inequalities together imply 
Apply now the classical Vitali-Wiener covering argument in order to 
complete the proof of the main lemma. Fix /) E ct), A > 0, and r < E( A). 
From the family 
extract a sequence {g, Ur }, j = 1, 2, ... , such that 
(a) i#-j 
The preceding lemma now implies that 
gi UrE(pO, r) n g, UrE(po, r) = 0· 
Also, of course, by (b) 
Ug,U(k+'J,3r E(/),r):::J U gE(/\r) . 
. ~ E (',,(I 
This then leads to the string of inequalities 
I 
? k' A I IgjU(k+ 'J ... JrE(pO, r)1 
, 
? :' I U gE(/" r)l· 
K E ( ,,0 
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Since the linear measure of Cpo is bounded below by a constant c, the 
(2n+ I)-dimensional measure of UgECpOgE(pO, r) will be bounded by a 
multiple (depending on MC) of the (2n + 1) - dimensional measure of 
~ - 1 BO( pO, r). It therefore follows that 
If(~-lBO(pO, r»1 ~A const 1~-lBo(po, r)1 
and this is true for all po E CO and for every fixed A> 0 whenever r < E(A). 
This contradicts our assumption and the main lemma is thereby proved. 
THEOREM A (Mostow). Quasiconformal mappings are absolutely con-
tinuous on a.e. fiber i' of any given fibration r = r)(, determined by a left 
invariant horizontal vector field X. 
Recall from Section 1.2 that any non-vanishing smooth horizontal vector 
field V gives rise to a smooth fibration. The measure d}' on the fibration is 
determined by 
dy = if_sir V) dv. 
In particular, for the left invariant horizontal fibrations r x, 
dy = i(X) dv. 
Having the main lemma at our disposal, the proof for this theorem goes 
along standard lines. For quasiconformal mappings in the plane, the proof 
is due to Pfluger [Pf], and for mappings in Euclidean space to Gehring 
[G2]. In the present form-and we will reproduce the argument here-the 
proof follows closely Mostow's version [M t]. 
It clearly suffices to prove absolute continuity on a.e. fiber }'p = pYo of the 
fibration described at the beginning of this section. 
Assume then that f is quasiconformal in a neighborhood of the cube 
Q = Y}'o and choose a fiber y p = P}'o such that 
1· . f IfE(p, r)1 1m In 2n+l 
r ---+ 0 r 
t/!(p) < 00 
(see the statement of the main lemma). Fix a compact set Fe "i p • We will 
show that 
with m = 2n + 2. Take H> sup H(x). Since Q is the union of the sets 
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kEN, it can be assumed that Fe Qk' For any E> 0 there exists r < Ilk and 
points .1'1, ... , SN such that the balls Bj = B(pj' r) centered at p,=}'j(s) cover 
F and such that Nr < ;11 (F) + E. Furthermore, each point in F is contained 
in at most two of the balls. Set 
Li= sup d(f(p,),f(q» 
liE ("lB, 
The balls B(f(pj), L) cover fF and 
C~l L)r ~N"'-lH"')~l (7 
N 
~ const N m I H m I If B) I 
j~ I 
~const N'" 1H"'2IfC~1 Bi)1 
~const(;11(F)+£)2n+lr 2,,-1If(E(p,r»I. 
By uniform continuity sup) L j tends to zero with r and therefore 
;11(fF) ~ const(;11(F) + C)2"+ I I/!(p) 
for arbitrary [; > O. This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
A straightforward but tedious modification of the proof would show that 
quasiconformal mappings are absolutely continuous on a.e. curve of any 
smooth horizontal fibering as described in Section 1.2. For quasiconformal 
mappings in Euclidean spaces Fuglede has shown that there is absolute 
continuity on all curves except a family of modulus zero. In [PI] Pansu 
generalized this statement to quasiconformal mappings on the Heisenberg 
group. 
1.4. The Covering Lemma 
We will frequently make use of the following covering lemma [K V]. 
LEMMA. Given an)' positive function r: A -+ R + defined on a hounded 
suhsel A c H" there exists a (fInite or infinite) sequence [x,,} c A such that 
the halls B(xn , ~r(x,,» are mUlually disjoint and such that 
A c U B(x,,, r(x,,». 
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According to a theorem of Besicovitch [B], on Euclidean spaces a 
sequence of closed balls R(xn' r(xn)) can be chosen such that no point of 
Rn lies in more than en (a number which depends only on the dimension) 
of the balls. Such a theorem on the Heisenberg group would facilitate 
things considerably. However, the following example' shows that it cannot 
hold. 
There exists a sequence of points 
with rj ~ 0, 1 (Zj' t)1 = 1, such that 
x i ¢ R(xj , r) for all i # j. 
Clearly, each ball R(xj , rj ) contains the origin on its boundary. Every 
covering of A = {xj } will necessarily consist of the whole sequence of balls, 
so the origin will be covered with infinite multiplicity. 
Take two points (z, t) and (z', t') different from (0, ± 1) on the unit 
sphere. The asymptotic estimate 
d 4«rz, r2t), (z', t') = 1- 4r(lz'1 2 Re zz' + t' 1m zz') + 0(r2) 
shows that for sufficiently small r, 
d((rz, r 2t), (z', I'» > 1 
provided that 
Iz'1 2 Re zz' + l' 1m zz' <0. 
Upon defining i/J by eiIJ' = t' + i Iz'1 2, this inequality can be rephrased as 
Im(eitJrzz') < 0. 
First choose a sequence 
(Zj' tj) = (e i9) Jsin i/Jj' cos i/Jj) 
of points on the unit sphere by taking 
n 1 
i/Jj= -'2 (j+ 1)2+ n 
9=!!:.j-1 
J 2 j . 
1 After completion of the manuscript we were informed that a similar example was con-
structed independently by E. Sawyer and R. Wheeden. 
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Then for n > j we have 
since 
The ri are selected recursively as a rapidly decreasing series with the 
quotients r, + I Irj ~ ~ so small that for all r ~ ri + l/r, and for all (=, t) with 
the inequality 
d«r=, r21), (=i' I)) > 1 
holds. The balls B, with center (r i =" rJI,) and radius r, then have the 
req ui red properties. 
1.5. Rcctijiahility 
For quasiconformal mappings, the quantity 
D() I· If8(x,2r)1 x = 1m sup . 
r~O 1/8(x, r)1 
is uniformly bounded. The proof of this result is postponed to Section 3.4, 
but we will make use of the result in the present section. 
A mapping f: U ----> U' is said to be quasisymmetric with respect to the 
function fl: R + ----> R + if 
d(l'(,fy),,:: (d(X, Y)) 
d(f'(,f';:)"'fl d(x,=) 
for all x, y, = in the domain of definition. 
Iff is quasiconformal, then such an inequality holds at least in a local 
sense, since H(x) and D(x) are uniformly bounded. In fact, if bounds 
H> SUP'E U H(x) and D> SUP'E C' D(x) are chosen, then for all x there 
exists r > 0 with 
being true for all y and z with d(x, y) < rand d(x, =) < r. 
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For the proof set x = 0 =f(O) and choose the integer k such that 
(We write Irl = d(O, r), etc.) Then for p = 2n + 2, with W II the volume of the 
unit ball, 
HI' 
IfLr)i":::;-lfB(O,lrl)1 
W II 
I 
:::; HI'D" -lfB(O, 2 k lyl)1 
W II 
:::; HI'D" ~ IfB(O, 1.:1)1 
W II 
and consequently 
Clearly, the distances have to be small enough, e.g., such that H( x, r) < H 
and D(x,r)<D for all r:::;max{d(x,y),d(x,.:)}. 
In the following, IJ: R + -> R + is taken to be the function 
IJ( t) = H2D lil' tin Diln 2. 
We now follow Pansu in showing that the image of a.e. fiber of any 
smooth fibering is rectifiable. 
Let r be a fibration of a domain U c H" which is equipped with a 
measure dy satisfying the conditions (I ) and (2) of Section 1.2. 
PROPOSITION I (Pansu [PI]). Iff: U -> H" is quasiconformal then for 
an)' ball B with jj c: U 
with k = (c l /2w,,) HIJ(3 )1/1'. 
Proof Fix f. > 0 and for all x E B choose B(x, r) with r < f. and 
sup H(x, .1') < H sup D(x, s) < D. 
,\" < r s<r 
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According to the covering lemma, it is then possible to choose a sequence 
of balls Bi = B(xi, ri) which cover B, 
BcU B i , 
and such that the balls ~ B; = B(x;, h) are mutually disjoint. 
The Hausdorff one-dimensional measure of a set A is defined as [; --> 0 by 
coverings of A with balls Bn 
A I(A) = lim sup A,:(A) 
I; -0 
= lim sup inf{I diam B;: A c UBi' diam B; < 8}. 
,-0 , 
Therefore, if 8'(/:) denotes a uniform continuity modulus on 8, then 
A,I·U(}' n B)) ~ I diam(j"B,) 
B,n,'#t/J 
Upon defining 
if Bin/,= 0, 
otherwise, 
we arrive at the inequality 
L A,~U(y n B)) di' ~ 2L" L. HrJ(3 )liP ~ li(}') IIG B,) IliP di' 
~ 2L" HrJ(3)1 P~ IIG B,)IIP ('I IB,liP I)p 
~ 2L" HrJ(WP ('I (~ I IG Bi) Irp (~ IB;I}P ·I)ip 
The lemma shows that the images of almost all curves of the fibration are 
rectifiable curves. 
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A similar statement holds for the inverse mapping (cf. Pansu [P2]). 
Consider the fibration r' consisting of orbits of a left invariant vector field, 
restricted to a bounded domain A' with A' e V' = fV. 
Define 
N = y = f(x) : hm = 0 , , { . IB(x,r)1 } r~O IfB(x, r)1 
and fix an arbitrary compact set K' eN'. 
For all y E K' select a ball B(f-Iy , r) = B(x, r) with r < f. such that 
I~B(x, r)1 ":;;f.P If~B(x, r)1 
For all y ¢ K' select B(f-Iy, r) = B(x, r) with r < f. such that 
fB(x, r)eA'\K' 
and such that there exists a ball S, centered at y, with 
1 f 1 f ' 
-Se -Be BeSeV. 
I}(3) 3 
Apply the covering lemma to the family {B(x, r)} to obtain a covering 
{B;} off-I A' with 0 B;} disjoint. 
Set 
if fB;n},,=0, 
otherwise, 
and observe that 
f l;(y')d},'= f d}",,:;;f di":;;c I IS;I(P-l)P 
r in(B,""¢> ,'"s,,,,,¢> 
It is then possible to estimate the length of the curves f-I(i n A'): 
diam B; 
t, A~(f-I(y' n A') dy''':;; 2 L I f;(y') w; lip IB; I lip d}" 
I 
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For those balls B, with center x, E K = f I K', the sum can be estimated 
directly. Set 
J = : i: x, = center Bi E K} 
and apply Holder's inequality for the remaining sum to obtain 
" I f' 1 B II p I I I' 11 B II I' L.. . ] I J I 
~/; IA'\,K'I + IA'\K'llp III'IAXII/p. 
The compact sets K can now be chosen so that lA' \K'I ~ lA' \N'I + /: and 
IA\KI ~ IA\NI +1:, where N=f IN'. 
Letting /; tend to zero, it follows that 
r 
JAIU l(/nA'))d}"~kIA"N'IIP l)pIA\NI11'. 
PROPOSITION 2. Iff: V -> v' is quasiconjormal and if r is the fihration 
of H" given hy an invariant hori::ontal ['ector field, then 
f AIU 1(/ nA')) dr' ~k IA'\N'I'I' l)il'lAllil' 
for every domain A' Il'ith A' c V'. The constant k depends on H, D, and the 
normali::ation of the measure d}'. 
1.6. Ah.l'olute Continuity in Measure 
In this section we make use of Proposition 2 and thus implicitly of the 
doubling inequality whose proof is postponed until Section 3.4 (Proposi-
tion 13). 
PROPOSITION 3. It f is quasiconformal, then sets ot measure ::ero are 
mapped onto sets ot measure ::ero (ahsolute continuity in measure). 
Define the Jacobian determinant J, I of the inverse mapping by 
. If 'I(B(y. r))1 
J, I (y) = hm sup . ,~O IB(y, r)1 (3) 
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Then according to Lebesgue's theorem on differentiation 
IAI ~ f J/-I(Y) dv(y) 
/A 
for all Borel measurable sets. It therefore suffices to show that J1-I # 0 a.e. 
Compare the family of balls in the image space U' with the family 
{S( y, 5)} consisting of all those images of balls under the quasiconformal 
mapping f: U ...... U' which satisfy the distortion condition: 
B (Y' ~) c S(y, 5) c B(y, r) 
for some r > O. The parameter 5 in the family S(y,5) is chosen in such a 
way that IS(y, 5)1 = IB(y, s)l. The inequalities 
_1 If-'B(y, r/H)I ~ If-'S(y, s)1 ~ HP If-'B(y, r)1 
HP IB(y, r/H)I "'" IS(y, s)l"'" IB(y, r)1 
now show that the sets 
and 
N' = {v = f(x) : lim If-'S(y, 5)1 = O} 
. s~o IS(y,5)1 
E' = {y = f(x) : lim If-' B(y, r)1 = O} 
r~O IB(y, r)1 
coincide. We thus have to prove only that the set N' contains no density 
points. 
Assume then that y = f(x) EN'. Since in this case 
I. IfB(x, r)1 1m -c-__ _ r~O IB(x, r)1 I
. IS(y,5)1 
1m = Cf) S~O If-'S(;", 5)1 
it is possible to find a sequence rk ...... 0 such that 
IfB(x,2rdl IfB(x, rdl 
----~----
IB(x,2rdl IB(x, rdl 
For those values r = rk choose balls B' = B~ and B" = BZ centered at y 
such that 
B" cfB(x, r) cfB(x, 2r) c B' 
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and such that 
The previous proposition applies to B'. Observe then, that fIB" c 
B(x,r) and B(x,2r)cf lB', so the sets{ IB" and JIB' are at a dis-
tance at least r. Consequently, 
if in B" of. 0, 
and this brings us to the statement 
rclB"111' IJI'=f rd}" 
"'-,/r" B" ¥-</J 
and finally 
(_I )1' I 
2H2 IB'III' 
~f A\{ 1(}")nB(x,2r))d/ 
~ k IfB(x, 2r l\NI (I' IiiI'I B(x, 2r )1 11' 
~ k IB'\NIII' III' UJ
n 
11'2r 
11.1' c~c IB"III' 11I'~2k(l)1! I" IB'\NII!' III' 
If Y were a density point of N, then 
1. IB~\NI 1m ---=0 
k ~ f I B~ I ' 
contradicting the previous inequality (for any p> I ). Therefore no point of 
N is a density point of N. This shows that I NI = O. 
2. DIFFERENTIABILITY AND THE BELTRAMI EQUATION 
Differentiability a.e. of quasiconformal mappings is a consequence of a 
general version of the Rademacher-Stepanov theorem. The result is due to 
Pansu [PI]. After a survey of the automorphisms of the Heisenberg group 
we state the differentiability result (Theorem B, Section 2.2) and embark on 
deriving some of its consequences. One of the main features is the Beltrami 
system of differential equations which is satisfied by any quasiconformal 
mapping. Along with it goes the notion of the complex dilation p. These 
results lead to the analytic definition for quasiconformality. 
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2.1. Automorphisms of the Heisenberg Group 
Recall that on the Heisenberg groups H n with underlying group multi-
plication 
(x, y, t)(x', y', t') = (x + x', y + y', t + t' - 2x· y' + 2)'· x'), 
x=(xl, ... ,xn), Y=(YI, ... ,Yn)ERn, and tER, the Lie algebra has a basis 
given by 
j= 1, ... , n, 
j= 1, ... , n, 
The only non-trivial commutator relations are 
[Xj , YJ = -4T 
The algebra g has a grading 
g=hEBz 
j= 1, ... , n. 
where h is the subspace spanned by XI, ... , X n, Y I, ... , Y" and z = RT is the 
center of the Lie algebra. By definition, the horizontal tangent space at 
g E H n is the subspace HTg of the tangent space TI!, spanned by the vector 
fields XI' ... , X n, Y I, ... , Yn at g. It can be defined by means of the differen-
tial form 
r = 2 L (Xj dYi - Yi dx j ) + dt 
j 
HTg = { V E TI!, : r( V) = 0 }. 
In this way, H n has the structure of a contact manifold. Clearly 
(dr)n /\ r = 22n dX I /\ ... dXn /\ dYI /\ ... /\ d)'n /\ dt f= O. 
PROPOSITION 4. There is a bijective correspondence between grading 
preserving automorphisms of the Lie algebra g and automorphisms of H n 
which are contact transformations. 
Recall from the general theory,2 that there is a bijective correspondence 
between automorphisms of g and automorphisms of H n (since H n is con-
2 For a direct proof see Folland, "Harmonic Analysis in Phase Spaces." p.20, Princeton 
Univ. Press. Princeton, NJ, 1989. 
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nected and simply connected). This correspondence is described as follows. 
Given the automorphism ':/. with differential ':/.* and a left invariant 
vectorfield X E g, then ':/.* X is again a left invariant vector field. Further-
more, ':/.* is an automorphism of g and one verifies that 
exp ':/.* = ':/. expo 
Now':/.* is grading preserving if and only if ':/.* maps h onto itself (note that 
':1.* always maps the center z onto itself). So this is equivalent to the state-
ment that':/.* maps HT onto itself. 
The "reflection" 
I: (x, ,1', t) --> (x, -y, -t) 
and the dilations 
Jc : (x, y, t) --> (ex, ey, e2t), e>O, 
are automorphisms of H" which are contact transformations. 
Let ':/. be any such automorphism. It preserves the center, so ':/. * T = ;. T 
for some A. E R\. {O}. 
Composing by a dilation and possibly by 1 we can arrange that ':/.* T = T. 
Define the bilinear form B on g by 
[X, Y] = - ~B(X, Y) T. 
Its restnctlOn to h is an alternating non-degenerate form. An 
automorphism ':/.* fixing T and preserving the grading has to satisfy 
Its restriction to h therefore is a (linear) symplectic transformation. 
We have proved 
PROPOSITION 5. The group of grading preserving automorphism.l· of g is 
R! x {Sp(n, R) U 1* Sp(n, R)] 
where R! acts by (J, ) * and Sp( n, R) is the group of symplectic transforma-
tions preserving B. 
DEFINITION. An orientation preserving automorphism of g is an 
automorphism ':/.* which preserves the grading and such that ':/.* T=;] 
with A. > O. The orientation reversing automorphisms then reverse the 
orientation of the center: ':/.* T = J. T with A < O. 
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In order to obtain an explicit expression for the automorphism rL* of g 
we introduce coordinates with respect to the basis {X I' ... , XII' Y I , ... , 
Y II , T} of g. An orientation preserving automorphism is then represented 
by a matrix 
( 
fis 
o 
!) E GL(2n + I, R) 
o ;. 
where S is symplectic: SE Sp(n, R). 
For the orientation reversing mappings, .... /X S has to be replaced by 
1= id(R"). 
On the subspace he g there is a natural complex structure given by 
1Xj= Y; 
j= 1, ... , n. 
The quadratic form 
(X, X) = B(X, 1X), XE h, 
is then the positive definite form for which {XI' ... , XII' Y I , ... , Yn } is an 
orthonormal system. In matrix form, 1 is given by 
1= id(R") 
and the matrix S E G L(2n, R) is in Sp(n, R) if and only if 
S-I =lS*l- I. 
The maximal compact subgroup of Sp(n, R) is 
U(n) ;:; Sp(n, R) n 0(211) 
and every element SE Sp(n, R) has a Cartan decomposition 
where e21 / and e- 2lj are the eigenvalues of S*s. 
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Let us now introduce complex coordinates 
and the corresponding complex basis 
Zj = !(Xj - iY,) 
Z,=!(Xj+iY,) 
in the complexified subspace h,. On the matrix level this gives the mapping 
S ---> S, = WS W I 
with 
W=G if) 
-if 
If S is of the form 
S=(~ ~) 
with n x n matrices A, B, C, D, then 
S,= WSW 1= (QP_ Qp_) 
with 
I i Q=- (A -D)+- (B+ el. 
2 2 
The image Sp,(n, R) of SpIn, R) under the mapping 
S->S,= WSW I 
can be characterized as the set of matrices 
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such that 
with Jc=diag(i, -i)= WJW- I • 
From this relation, written in block form as 
the equations 
PP*-QQ*=I 
p*p_ QlrQ=I 
_ PQtr + Qptr = 0 
P*Q _ Qtrp=o 
follow. In particular, P is regular since 
and p-IQ is symmetric: 
29 
The image of O(2n, R) under the mapping S --. Sc is the set of matrices 
Sc satisfying S:Sc = I. An element S E Sp(n, R) n O(2n, R) is thus mapped 
onto 
with PE U(n). 
In the same spirit, if A = diag(e rl , ... , ern, e - 'I, ... , e - 'n), then 
with 
2.2. Differentiability 
P = diag(Ch t I, ••• , Ch tn ) 
Q=diag(Sh t l , ••• , Sh tn ). 
The notion of differentiability on the Heisenberg group and the 
fundamental differentiability results for quasiconformal mappings are due 
to Pansu [Pt]. 
On the Heisenberg group, left translation T p by an element P E H 
and dilation be by a positive factor e, bAz, t) = (ez, e2t), are conformal 
mappings. They are used in the definition of differentiability as auxiliary 
transformations. 
607 III 1·3 
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Recall that in the Euclidean situation, a mapping I is differentiable at p 
if 
I. I(p + ex) - I(p) 1m ax 
/ --+0 C 
for some linear transformation a. 
DEFINITION (Pansu). The mapping I: D -> D' (D and D' domains In 
H") is P-differentiable at p ED, if for c -> 0 the mappings 
~ I I f' ~ 
U, T/II'I '. 'TI' U c 
converge locally uniformly to a homomorphism h of the Heisenberg group, 
which preserves the horizontal space HT. 
The derivative of I at p is then the Lie algebra homomorphism h *. 
It follows immediately from Theorem A that the image under a quasi-
conformal mapping of a.e. fiber of any left invariant horizontal fibering is 
locally rectifiable. According to Proposition 11.1 in [P 1] this implies that 
along these fiberings I' the mapping I " is differentiable a.e. (as a mapping 
from an interval in R to the Heisenberg group, J(). Furthermore, according 
to Lebesgue's theorem on differentiation, the generalized Jacobian ft 
r£( )_1' IfB(p,r)1 
dt p - 1m 
r.() IB(p, r)l 
of the quasiconformal mapping I exists a.e. The Lipschitz factor 
LiPr(p)=limsupr I max d(f(p),f(q)) 
r • () tI(!', q) = r 
is then bounded a.e. 
Lipt(p):!(const H(p) f;12n+21(p). 
We now state (without proof) the crucial result from [PI]. 
Let I be a continuous mapping between domains of the Heisenberg 
group such that LiPI < (f~ a.e. Assume furthermore that for a.e. p the curves 
I( p exp sXi ), j = 1, ... , n, are differentiable at s = O. Then I is P-differentiable 
a.e. 
With this result, the proof for the differentiability theorem is complete. 
THEOREM B (Pansu [P I, theoreme 5, p. 45] ). Quasiconformal map-
pings hetll'een domains in the Heisenherg group are a.e. P-diflerentiahle. 
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We will now derive some consequences of this theorem. 
If 1 is differentiable at 0, with 1(0) = 0, denote by h* its derivative. Given 
e>O there exists b>O such that for c<b and II(z, 1)11::::; 1, 
The homomorphism h commutes with b", hence 
in particular for points (z, 0): 
1 lib l~ I«h(cz, 0)) -I !(cz, 0))11 = - II (h(cz, 0)) - 1 !(cz, 0 )11 < e. 
c 
Therefore 
if Izl <b. 
Compare this now with Euclidean distances. The restriction of h to the 
plane t = 0 is a real linear mapping R 
h(z, 0) -I = (Rz, 0) -I = (- Rz, 0). 
Upon setting (z', t') = !(z, 0), this gives 
Ilh(z, O)-I!(Z, 0)114= II( -Rz, O)(z', t'J11 4 
It follows that 
and 
= Iz' - Rzl4 + (t' - 2 1m RZZ')2 < e4 Iz14. 
Iz' - Rzi < elzl 
It'l::::; It' -2 Im(Rz) 2"'1 + 12 Im(Rz-z') Z'I 
::::;e 2 IzI2+2Iz'IIRz-z'l 
::::;e2 IzI2+2e Izllz'l. 
The inequalities show that 
for sufficiently small Izl. 
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PROPOSITION 6. Iff is P-differentiable at p E H" with derivative h *, then 
the restriction of f to the plane 
is totally differentiable at p in the Euclidean sense. Its derivative is the linear 
mapping h* restricted to the horizontal tangent space HTp at p. 
In particular, horizontal tangent vectors are mapped onto horizontal 
tangent vectors. 
Assume now that f is P-differentiable at 0, f(O) = 0 and in addition that 
1· maxlllz.l)ll~rllf(z,t)11 K 1m sup . ~ . r~O mmj;lz. nil ~r Ilf(z, 011 
By the above estimates, the image points (z', t') = f(2, 0) of the points (2,0) 
in the plane t = 0 satisfy 
The dilatation condition therefore implies 
The linear mapping R cannot be singular unless it is the zero mapping. 
But in this case, the homomorphism h* also is the zero mapping. 
Excluding this case, we recall that R is then given by 
if h * preserves the orientation 
if h * reverses the orientation. 
In both cases S is symplectic. The dilatation condition takes the form 
max1=1 ~ I 15z1 ~ K 
min 1zl ~ I 15z1 '" 
From the Cartan decomposition 5 = Kl AK2 with 
A = diag(e 'l , .•• , e'", e'l, ... , e- I,,) 
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and K I , K2E U(n), we infer that 
max ISzl = max ell 
1=1 ~ I j 
min ISzl = min e- Ij 
Izl ~ I j 
and therefore 
Henceforth it will be assumed that t I ~ t 2 ~ •.• ~ t n > 0 and we set 
Al = max Ih*XI = JITi ell 
IXI ~ I. XEh 
Observing that the Jacobian determinant is given by 
we have now proved 
PROPOSITION 7. If f is K-quasiconformal and iff is P-differentiable at x, 
then 
A;n+2(X)~Kn+1 IJf(x)1 
AI(X) Ao(x) = IJf(xw/(n+ I) = IA(X)I. 
2.3. Contact Transformations 
A contact structure on a (2n + 1 )-dimensional manifold is a non-
integrable field of hyperplanes in the tangent space. Locally such a contact 
structure is described by a differential form r and this form has to be 
non-degenerate in the sense that 
r 1\ (dr r =I- o. 
Two forms rand f describe the same contact structure if f = J.r for some 
non-vanishing real-valued function A. 
On the Heisenberg group Hn, the contact structure is determined by the 
form 
r=2 L (XjdYj-yjdxj ) + dt. 
j~ I 
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A contact transformation f: D - D' on H" is a diffeomorphism between 
domains D and D' in H" which preserves the contact structure. This is 
expressed through the relation 
f*r: = Ar 
which has to hold with some non-vanishing real valued function ) .. 
The contact transformation f is said to be orientation preserving if ), is 
a positive function (and orientation reversing if j, is negative). 
Under contact transformations the horizontal tangent space 
HT= {XET:r(X)=O} 
is preserved and the induced mapping on HT satisfies 
f* drlill = £((*rl JfJ = dA /\ r:11I7 +). drl f/l = i. drl J/J' 
The tangent mapping restricted to HT is thus a multiple of a symplectic 
transformation with respect to the differential form ciT 
dr(f*X,f* Y) = A dr(X, y), X, YE HT. 
(Implicitly, we have now identified the tangent spaces at different points by 
making use of the global frame Xl, ... , X"' Yl , ... , Y", T of left invariant 
vector fields.) 
Since dv = 2 211T /\ (dr:)" is the volume element, the factor Xl + I will be 
the Jacobian determinant of the contact transformation f: 
The discussion in the preceding section shows that diffeomorphisms 
which are P-differentiable are contact transformations. For these one has 
where as before 
Recall that the dilatation condition for K-quasiconformal diffeo-
morphisms takes the form 
A~"+2 ~ K"+ I IJII 
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Pansu's differentiability theorem thus shows that P-diffeomorphic 
K-quasiconformal mappings are contact transformations satisfying 
This statement has the following converse. 
PROPOSITION 8. Assume that the C 2-contact transformation f satisfies 
the dilatation condition 
then f is K-quasiconformal. 
This result was proved in [KR 1] for mappings on H I. The proof carries 
over to higher dimensions without change. In Section 3.4, Corollary to 
Proposition 12, it will be shown that P-differentiability almost everywhere 
together with the dilatation condition will imply quasiconformality 
provided the homeomorphism f satisfies a very mild regularity condition 
(fE ACL). 
A conformal mapping is a K-quasiconformal mapping with K = 1. The 
group SU( 1, n + 1) acts in a natural way as a group of conformal mappings 
on the one-point compactification fr of Hn. The group is generated by the 
subgroups 
N left translations 
A dilations 
M= SU(n) 
and the inversion 
( 
-iz -() 
j(z, t) = IZl2 + it' Izl4 + t 2 
EXAMPLE. Let n be left translation by ((,,)EHn, 
n(z, t) = ((, ,)(z, t). 
Then the mapping f = jon 0 j fixes the origin. Let us calculate its 
P-derivative at the origin: 
h= lim <5(~1 ofo<5,. 
C~O 
From the relation 
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it follows that 
h=lim bl~ljn) b,=j(lim be n)b, I)) 
,-0 ,-0 
But since 
we find that h = id. 
Observe now that f is differentiable in the Euclidean sense. When 
calculating the Jacobian matrix of f at the origin, we already know from 
Proposition 6 in Section 2.2 that f restricted to the plane t = 0 is differen-
tiable at the origin with derivative given by the P-derivative. However, in 
this example the partial derivative off with respect to t (at the origin) is 
given by 
(If I . 
-;- =(~, I). 
ct (c. t)~o 
So the Jacobian matrix at the origin is not the identity matrix. 
2.4. The Beltrami System 
K-quasiconformal mappings f: C -> C III the plane satisfy a Beltrami 
equation 
u c 
oz f = II OZ f a.e., 
with II a measurable bounded function: 
K-I 
1IIIIIx~K+l' 
It turns out that quasiconformal mappings on the Heisenberg group satisfy 
a system of equations analogous to the classical Beltrami equation in the 
plane. 
If the K-quasiconformal mapping f is P-differentiable at a point P E Hn, 
then its derivative j~ (which we assume to be different from 0) is given by 
a graduation preserving automorphism: 
f*T=)] 
f*X=.j). sx 
TEZ 
XEh. 
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These relations hold (with S symplectic) if f is orientation preserving 
-which by definition means that ). > O. In the case A. < 0 the second equa-
tion has to be replaced by 
In complex notation, the symplectic mapping is given by 
The horizontal vector field Zj = 1 (Xj - i Yj ), j = 1, ... , n is thus mapped 
onto a horizontal vector field 
whose holomorphic and antiholomorphic components are 
~=fi f PkjZk 
k~l 
and 
w} = fi ± ihjZk, 
k~l 
respectively. The formulas exhibited are for the case}. > O. Observing that 
p = (p kJ) is regular we can then set 
Wj = L flljV, 
,~ 1 
where fl=(fl/j) is the matrix p-lQ. 
From Section 2.1 it is known that fl is symmetric. We resort now to the 
Cartan decomposition for S, 
with K 1 , K2 E U(n) and A = diag(e'I, ... , e'", e - 'I, ... , e - (0). 
From the dilatation condition 
max lXI ~ 1 If*XI ~ K 
min ixi ~ 1 If*XI "" 
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it then follows that 
In complex notation the Cartan decomposition for Sc is 
S, = I (
u 
with U I , (J2 E U(fl), A = diag(cosh I I' ... , cosh Ill) and B = diag(sinh I I, .,., 
sinh Ill)' The complex dilatation Ii is expressed as 
/1=P IQ=(U I AU2 ) I (U I BD2 )= U 2 IA IBD] 
and its norm therefore is 
sinh I II pil = max --h-' . 
I cos Ii 
The dilatation condition thus reduces to 
1+ Ilpll,;:; K. 
I - II pil 
We now identify the Heisenberg group H" with the paraboloid 
?D={'::-ECIl+ 1 : Im'::- Il + 1 = I l'::-jI2} 
I~ I 
and write the quasiconformal mapping / in the form 
/('::-)=(/1' ... ,.J;,+ 1)('::-)= W 
with 
II 
1m f;,+ 1= L If;1 2. 
i~ I 
The horizontal vectors 
j= 1, ... , fl, 
are then given by 
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and 
From the definition of II, 
n 
Wj = L ftIjV,. 
I~ I 
It then follows that 
n 
ZJk = L ftljZJk, k = 1, ... , n + 1. 
I~l 
THEOREM C. If f = (/1' ... , fn + I) is an orientation preserving K-quasi-
conformal mapping between domains on the Heisenberg group 
Hn~{:::Ecn+1 :Im:::n+,=I I Zj I 2 } 
,~ 1 
then it satisfies a.e. the Beltrami type system of differential equations 
n 
ZJk = I ftljZJk k = 1, ... , n + 1. 
,= 1 
The complex dilatation ft = (flu) is a symmetric matrix and its norm Ilftll 
satisfies 
1 + Ilftll ~K 
1 - Ilftll a.e. 
Remark. It will be shown later that the Jacobian determinant of a 
quasiconformal mapping is different from 0 a.e. For the present we will just 
define ft = 0 if J f = 0 (and hence f* = 0). 
I[ the quasiconformal mapping is orientation reversing (I. < 0) then the 
formulas have to be modified as follows: 
In complex notation, the mapping i * S is expressed as 
Therefore 
f*Zj= Vj + Wj=J=J. f (iikjZk+PkjZk) 
k ~ I 
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and it follows that 
Vj = I {1./jW, 
/~ I 
with Jl = P IQ. The Beltrami system then takes the form 
Z,.f~ = L f1IjZJ~, k = 1, ... , 12 + 1. 
/~ I 
It is an open question whether there exist quasiconformal mappings on 
H I which are orientation preserving in some region D U > 0 a.e. in D) and 
orientation reversing in another subregion of H. 
The regularity results and differentiability properties of quasiconformal 
mappings have now been developed to such an extent that the analytic 
definition can be formulated. 
Al"AL YTIC DEFINITION FOR QUASICONFORMALITY. A homeomorphism 
f: U -+ U' between domains of the Heisenberg group is quasiconformal if it 
is ACL and a.e. P-differentiable and satisfies the Beltrami system with a 
complex dilation Jl such that 
Theorems A, B, and C show that a homeomorphism which is 
K-quasiconformal according to the metric definition is quasiconformal 
according to the analytic definition with (1 + II ~t II " )l( 1 - lip II / ) ~ K . The 
converse will be proved via the geometric definition. 
3. CAPACITIES 
On the Heisenberg group the Sobolev spaces W~n+ 2 are invariant under 
quasiconformal mappings. These spaces enter in a natural way into the 
definition of the conformally invariant capacity. Exactly as in the Euclidean 
case, quasiconformal mappings can be characterized as homeomorphisms 
such that 
cap R ~ K' cap.fR 
for all rings R in the domain of definition (with a fixed constant K'). 
We start with a short discussion of the Sobolev spaces W~ and go 
on to the definition of the capacity of a ring or more generally that of a 
condenser. 
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The capacity of a ring bounded by two concentric spheres can be 
calculated explicitly [KR2]. For the crucial estimate giving a lower 
bound for the capacity of a ring in terms of the spherical diameter of the 
complementary components we refer the reader to [R]. We derive some 
consequences of this estimate, above all the equivalence of the definitions 
of quasiconformality and the normal family properties. 
3.1. The Saba/ev Space W~ 
DEFINITION. Let D be a domain in Hn. The locally integrable function 
f: D ~ C is in W~(D), if its distributional partial derivatives Xf are in 
LP( D) for all horizontal left invariant vector fields X. 
As can be shown by a standard regularization process, functions f in 
W~(D) can be approximated by functions fn E C"(D) such that 
locally in Ll(D) 
in U(D) for all X E h. 
This approximation property in fact characterizes the space W~(D). 
The space W~ is equipped with the seminorm 
DEFINITION. The continuous function f: D ~ C is absolutely continuous 
on lines (f E ACL(D)) if the following holds: 
Given any domain A with compact closure in D and any 
fibering r determined by a left invariant horizontal vector 
field X (cf. Section 4, Chap. I), the function f is absolutely 
continuous on y n A for dy-almost all curves }' E r. 
For such a function f, the partial derivatives Xf, X E h exist a.e. If these 
are in LP(D) for all X E h, then f is said to belong to ACV(D). 
PROPOSITION 9. ACV(D) = C(D) n W~(D). 
Assume thatfEACV(D). Then, by definition, it is continuous:fEC(D). 
It must be shown thatfhas distributional derivatives in LP(D) and for this 
it suffices to prove that the (ordinary) partial derivatives Xf satisfy, for all 
({J E C;~(D), 
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Let r be the fibration determined by X, then 
L X( . cp cll' = t cll' r X( . cp cis 
For almost all ,', the function f is absolutely continuous on I' (1 supp cp. 
For those I' the integral can be evaluated by partial integration and it 
thus follows that 
r XI· cp clL' = - f cI)' r ./xcp cis = - f fXcp dl'. 
olD r "'"/ D 
Conversely, assume that f is a continuous function in W;,( D). Then there 
exists a sequence {fll} of functions in C£(D) such that 
X(II-+ Xf 
in LiuJD) 
in U(D). 
This implies that for almost all }' E r, 
lim r If,-fl ds = 0 
11_ f oJ/'i A 
lim f I XI;, - A:/I £Is = O. 
n ...... -f_ i'" A 
For such a curve }' and for a.a. parameter values '\'1' S2 with X l := ,'(.1) E A 
the equality 
= lim r XI;.(;'(s)) cis = r Xl(i'(s)) ds 
n _ f .\1 \'1 
holds. By continuity, this extends to all parameter values s with r'(s) EA. 
The function I being represented by an integral, must be absolutely 
continuous. 
We will need the fact that the space of real valued functions in ACLP( D) 
is closed under the operation f-+ f 1\ k, k constant, 
(f 1\ k )(x) = inf{I(x), k}, 
and that 
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But clearly, if f is an absolutely continuous real valued function on an 
interval A c R, then f 1\ k is absolutely continuous (for k constant) and the 
derivatives satisfy 
I(f 1\ k)'l ~ 1f'1 
a.e. on A. The statement is an immediate consequence of this observation. 
For p = 2n + 2 (the homogeneous dimension) the spaces ACV and 
W~ are invariant under the action of SUe I, n + I). In particular, 
if gESU(I,n+l) and uEACV(D), then uogEACV(g-ID) and 
IluDgI11.,,(g-ID)= Ilulll.,,(D). 
First one has 
Iluoglll. p = UI? lD IV(uog)I" dV) Ii" = (t lD Ig~ Vul" dV) lip 
where g * is the tangent mapping (restricted to the horizontal tangent 
space) and V is the horizontal gradient: 
" Vu= I ((Xju)Xj+(YjU) Yj ). 
j~1 
But since g acts confonnally, 
where Jg is the Jacobian determinant of g. 
Therefore, if p = 2n + 2, 
Ilu 0 glll,p (g-ID) = (fg-ID IVul" Jg dv yiP = (Iv IVul I' dv rp = Ilulll.p(D)' 
The spaces ACL 2n + 2(B") and W~(B") are thus well defined on the one-
point compactification B" of the Heisenberg group. 
3.2. The Capacity of a Condenser 
A condenser on Bn = H" u { efj} is an open set R c Bn whose comple-
ment is represented as the union of two compact disjoint non-empty sets 
Co, C j c Bn. A ring R is a condenser with connected complementary com-
ponents Co and CI' For rings we will use the notation R = R(Bn; Co, Cd 
or R(Hn; Co, Cd if 00 is a point of either Co or CI' 
The conformal capacity of a condenser is defined by 
capR=inff IVuI 2"+2dx 
U H" 
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where u ranges over all real valued functions uEc'-(fr) with u1co=0, 
ul c, = I ( so-called admissible functions). The expression 
Vu= I ((X;u) X;+ (Y;u) Y;) 
;~ I 
is the horizontal gradient of u and 
n 
IVuI 2 = I (IX;uI 2 +IY;uI 2 ). 
;~ I 
The capacity of the spherical ring R"h = R(Hn; Co, C I) with Co = B(O, a), 
Hn\.C I = B(O, h) can be calculated directly with the aid of polar coor-
dinates. 
PROPOSITION 10. The capacity of the spherical ring R"h is 
( h) 2n I cap R"h = en log ~ 
with 
This propOSitIOn has been proved in [KR2] for the case HI. The 
calculation is the same for the higher dimensional Heisenberg groups. 
In the following, ACLP(R) denotes the class of functions which are 
continuous in R (closure of R in f1) and whose restriction to the domain 
R is in ACLP( R). In view of Proposition 9 of Section 3.1 we can write 
ACLP(R) = C(R) n W~(R). 
PROPOSITION 11. 
CapR(f1;Co,C l l=infJ IVul 2n + 2 dv 
U R 
According to this proposition, the admissible functions for the capacity 
definition are the functions in ACL 2n + 2(Rl with boundary values ° on Co 
and 1 on C I . 
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For the proof consider such a (real valued) function u. Given £ E (0, ~) 
define the function 11' by 
w(x) = {:(x) 
1 -£ 
if xECoorifu(x)~£ 
if £ ~ u( X ) ~ 1 - £ 
if xEClorifu(x)~I-£. 
It has been observed that wl R is in ACL 2n + 2(R) and the seminorms with 
respect to R satisfy 
1111'111. 2n+2 ~ Ilull L.2n+2 
(see Section 3.1). Furthermore, 11' = £ in a neighbourhood of Co and 
It' = 1 - £ in a neighbourhood of C I' The function w is thus in ACL 2n + 2(J!) 
and the inequality on the seminorms persists with respect to H. 
Without loss of generality we can now assume that 00 E Co (if not, make 
a conformal transformation of variables). The function 
11'-£ f=-1- 2£ 
then has compact support in Hn\co and takes the value I in a 
neighbourhood of C I . 
Choose now an approximation of the identity in ACL 2n + 2( 11) in the 
form 
/,,, = lfJm * f 
Then fm E C ,-YO (H) and for sufficiently big m 
and 
The proposition now follows from the relation 
The modulus M p(r) of a family r of curves is defined as 
h07 111 1-4 
Mp(F) = inf f gP dv 
H 
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where the infimum is extended over all non-negative Borel measurable 
functions g which satisfy 
r g d/\':( 1 for all ~'E r 
(/\' is one-dimensional Hausdorff measure). 
For a given condenser R(ff"; Co, C,), consider the family r of curves 
connecting Co to C,. Then, as in the Euclidean situation, 
M 2" +2(r) = cap R. 
The proof by Ziemer [Z] carries over to the Heisenberg setting; see 
Eichmann [E]. 
3.3. Capacity and QUllsicon/ormal Mappings 
THEOREM D. Assume that f: D -+ D' a K-quasiconjormal mapping 
hetll'een domains D and D' c H". Then for every condenser ReD, 
cap R:( K"+ I cap fR 
This theorem is proved in Pansu's thesis [P I, p. 67]. Its proof is based 
on the fact that u- f is in ACL "( D) for every U E ACL 'ljD) and that the 
chain rule 
V(u f) =I~ . Vu 
applies. 
For completeness, we repeat the argument here. 
If U E Cf (Ii) is an admissible function for the condenser IR, then the 
function u I is in ACU" + 2( R) and extends continuously to Co and C" 
with U II C(j = 0 and U II c, = I. Therefore 
cap R :( L IV (II I) 12n + 2 til' :( L I f~ V 111 2" + 2 clv. 
With the inequality 
for horizontal vectors V it then follows that 
cap R:( J K"+' IVuI 2" c2 11,1 ell':( J K"" IVlI1 2n+2 dl'. 
R jR 
Taking the infimum over all admissible functions u one obtains 
cap R :( K" + , cap fR 
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GEOMETRIC DEFINITION OF QUASICONFORMALITY. A homeomorphism f 
between domains in the Heisenberg group is quasiconformal if there exists 
a constant K' such that 
cap R:::; K' cap fR 
for all rings R contained in the domain of definition. 
Theorem D shows that a K-quasiconformal mapping according to the 
metric definition is also quasiconformal according to the geometric defini-
tion and K' can be taken to be Kn+] . For the converse see the following 
section. 
3.4. The Capacity Inequality 
For the exponent p = 2n + 2, the p-capacity is invariant under conformal 
mappings and in particular under stereographic projection. The following 
theorem from [R2] gives a lower bound for the (2n + 2)-capacity in terms 
of the spherical diameter of the components of the condenser: 
THEOREM E. There is a constant C depending on the dimension, for 
which the following holds: 
If Co and C] are disjoint compact continua in ir, then the (2n + 2)-
capacity of the condenser R = R(ir: Co, C]) satisfies the inequality 
C cap R:;::, min{ sph. diam Co, sph. diam C]} 
As a special case let us mention the following result: 
If Co is an unbounded closed continuum in the Heisenberg group H 
containing a point of a sphere 8B(x, r) and if C] is a compact continuum 
connecting x to the sphere 8B(x, r), then 
j2 
cap R(H; Co, Cd :;::'c· 
The capacity inequality entails various distortion results for quasi-
conformal mappings f: D -> D' between domains in Hn. The following 
propositions are based on the sole hypothesis that the homeomorphism 
f: D -> D' does not diminish capacities by more than a factor of K', 
cap R<K' capfR 
for all rings R in D. As a corollary of the distortion inequalities it will then 
follow that such a homeomorphism is indeed a quasiconformal mapping. 
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In this section we set 
and 
a(x, r) = min d(f(x),f(y)) 
tI( \", y) = r 
h(x, r) = max d(f(x),f(y)) 
d(x.yJ=r 
h(x, r) 
H(x,r)=--
a(x, r) 
whenever the closed ball B(x, r) with center x and radius r is contained in 
the domain of definition D of the homeomorphism f 
PROPOSITION 12. Assume that the homeomorphism f: D -+ D' satisfies 
cap R ~ K' cap fR 
for every ring ReD. If xED and r > 0 are chosen such that h(x, r) ~ 
d(f(x), cD'), then 
H(x, r) ~ exp(K'c"C)I(2" ~ II. 
The proof of this proposition is standard in the theory of quasiconformal 
mappings: 
Consider the pre-image R of the ring R". h C D' whose components are 
C~ = B(f(x), a(x, r)) 
C'I = \.B(f(x), h(x, r)). 
Since the components Co and C, of R both contain points from the 
sphere oB(x, 1'), it follows from the theorem that 
1 
cap R;? C. 
The exact value for cap Ruh is c"(Iog(h/a))-2,, " with 
J J I T(2n) 
c = 2- -"n" + 
" T(n)2 T(n + 1)' 
The hypothesis of the proposition thus leads to 
1 ,_ "( h) c ~ cap R ~ K cap Ruh - K c" log ~ 2" L 
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Observe that in addition to the statement of the proposition, it can also 
be assured that for s::( r, 
b(x, r) 
a(x,s) 
is bounded by a constant H(rls), which depends on the ratio rls. 
This proposition thus shows that the dilatation 
H(x) = lim sup H(x, r) 
r~O 
is uniformly bounded, if the homeomorphism f: D -+ D' satisfies the 
capacity inequality 
cap R::( KcapfR 
for all rings ReD. 
COROLLARY. Iff is quasiconformal according to the geometric definition, 
then f is quasiconformal according to the metric definition. 
The proposition gives the inequality 
We do not know what the best estimate is. 
COROLLARY. Iff is quasiconformal according to the analytic definition, 
i.e., f is P-differentiable a.e., ACL, and satisfies the Beltrami equation with 
complex dilation Ji, II JiII.Xc ::( k < 1, then f is K-quasiconformal with 
At points of differentiability the dilation H(p) of f coincides with the 
dilation of the approximating group homeomorphism. In the orientation 
preserving case this homeomorphism is given by 
fis !) E GL(2n + 1, R) 
o A. 
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with S E Sp(n, R), The dilation can then be read from the Cartan decom-
position S = K, AKl with K" K2 E U(n), A = diag(e' I, .. " e 'o, e'l, .. " e I,,): 
Since 
maxl_I_' 1&1 7 H(p)= , - - =maxe- I " 
mm
l
:
1 
~, IS.::I i 
Sh t 
111-111 = max Ch } 
/ t / 
(see Section 2.4) if follows that 
This shows that 
H(p) = I + Il/dl, 
1 -11/111 
IIHII x = 1 + III-IL, 
1 -111-111, 
The uniform boundedness of H(p) derives from the fact that a quasicon-
formal mapping according to the analytic definition will satisfy the capacity 
inequality 
with 
cap R ~ K' cap fR 
K' = (1 + 111-111 f)' +", 
1 - 11/111 j 
The next proposition establishes the doubling condition for quasiconfor-
mal mappings, 
PROPOSlTlON 13, If H(x, r) ~ H for all halls B(x, r) c D with h(x, r) ~ 
dl/(x), aD'), then these balls satisfy the doubling inequality 
I(B(x,r)1 ~{H(1+H))211+2, 
IIB(x, r/2)1 f 
Here is the easy proof: 
b(x, r) ~ b (x, D + "I \,s~~ r/2 b (y, ~) 
~ b (x,D + Hb (x,D 
~H(l +H)a(x,~). 
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For the volumes this gives 
IfB(x, r)1 ::::; ( b(x, r) )2n+2::::; {H(1 + H)}2n+2. 
IfB(x, r/2)1 a(x, r/2) 
3.5. Normal Families 
PROPOSITION 14. If the homeomorphisms fn: D - Dn converge locally 
uniformly to a homeomorphism f: D - D' and if for some ring R with ReD 
the inequalities 
cap R ::::; K cap fn R 
hold for all n, then 
cap R::::; KcapfR 
Proof Take an admissible function u for fR = R: 
ul<:o=O, ul <:, = 1. 
Fix e > 0 (e < !) and select b > 0 such that 
u(y) > 1 - e 
u(y) < e 
for all y with d(y, C)) < 15 
for all y with d(y, Co) < 15. 
Then for sufficiently large n, the function 
satisfies 
and therefore 
1 
w =-- (u(y) - e) E C>C 
1 - 2e 
Wlfn C , ~ I, 
( 
1 )2n+2 
lim sup cap fnR::::; f IVw1 2n + 2 dv = -=-- f IVu1 2n +2 dv. 
n ~ .exo 1 2e 
This relation holds for all e > 0 (e < !), therefore 
lim sup capfn R ::::; f IVuI 2u + 2• 
n_ x 
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In this inequality take the infimum over all admissible functions for R. 
The result is the capacity inequality 
I I' f. . 
- cap R ~ 1m sup cap "R ~ cap JR. 
K II~ f~ 
Consequence. If the K-quasiconformal mappings fll converge to a 
homeomorphism f, then I is a K' -quasiconformal mapping. In the next 
section it will be shown that K' ~ K. 
PROPOSITION 15. The Iamily F ol mappings I: G ...... All is equicolllinuous 
if the following conditions are sati.lfied: 
(i) f I is K-quasicollformal with a cOllstant K independent ol f 
(ii) There exists a positive constant k such that each IE F omits two 
points a = at and h = hi at spherical distance d(a, h) ~ k. 
Pr()(~l Given ~o E G choose a fixed ball BeG with center ~o and radius 
r in the spherical metric d 
B( ~ 0, r) = {~E G : d( ~ 0, ~) < r }, 
then choose s<r such that the ring R
"
, with components B(~o, s), 
\ B(~u, r) satisfies 
k 
capR"'~2CK 11-1 
For all ~ E B(zo, s) the ring fR,., = R( Co, C tl then separates the pair of 
points a, h from the pair of points I(~()), I(z). The component Co is a con-
tinuum of diameter ~d(.f(~o), I(z)) and (:, is a continuum of diameter 
~d(a,b)~k. 
Theorem E then shows that 
C cap IR
"
, ~ min {k, d(.f(::o), I(:: I))}' 
Since I I is quasiconformal it follows that 
~;;, K"+ IC cap R ,.,;;' C cap IR,.,;;' min{k, d(.f(~o), I(~I))}' 
From this it follows that 
d(.f(~o), I(z)) ~ K" + IC cap R
"
, 
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whenever d(zo, z) ~ s. Since lim, ~ a cap R,. r = 0 this shows that the family 
F is equicontinuous at zoo The modulus of continuity can be estimated by 
observing that 
( ) 
-2n- I 
capR"r=cn log~ 
so that 
Remark. Once it has been established that f- I is K-quasiconformal 
provided that f is K-quasiconformal (Section 4.3) it then follows exactly as 
in the Euclidean case that quasiconformal mappings are locally Holder 
continuous. For completeness we include a proof. 
Given a compact set C in the domain of definition G of the 
K-quasiconformal mapping f: G ~ H n fix constants b < d( C, aG) and 
b' ~ sup sup d(f(x),j(z». 
XEC d(x,=I~h 
Then there is a constant H' such that for all x E C and for all r ~ b, 
H( ' )';::' SUPdlx.YI~r d(f(x), f(y»,;::, H' x, r "'" . -....;::: . 
mfdlx, yl ~ r d(f(x), f( y» 
For any x E C and for any y with 0 < d(x, y) = a < b the image of the ball 
B(x, a) contains the ball B(f(x), a') of radius a' = (ljH') d(f(x),j(y». The 
spherical ring R u, h = {z: a < d(x, z) < b} is mapped into the spherical ring 
R u ', h' and thus 
K" + 1 clog - = K n + 1 cap R ~ cap fR ( b)-2"-1 n a (J, h a, h 
( b') -2n-1 ~ cap R o '. b' = Cn log a' . 
It follows that 
b b' 
K(n + I 1/12n + II log - ~ log --;-
a a 
and therefore 
d(f(x),j(y» = H'a' ~ cH'b'b -Id(x, y) 
with c = exp KIn + L 1/12n + L I. 
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In Section 4.3 it will be shown that f I is K-quasiconformal, provided f 
is K-quasiconformal. The equicontinuity statement from Proposition 15 
together with the observation that limits of K-quasiconformal mappings are 
K-quasiconformal (provided they are homeomorphic; see Proposition 16 in 
the next section) then implies the following theorem. 
THEORHI F. If [I,} is a sequence of K-quasic()f~forma/ mappings 
'/;,: G ~ fl", G c fl", such that erery mapping '/;, omits t\\'O points a and h 
(depending on I,) 11"ith .Ipherical distance at least k (k a fixed positit'e numher 
independent of./J then there exists a local/y uniformly convergent suh-
sequence c01ll'erging to a K-quasic()f~formal mapping or to a constant. 
Ohservation. A quasiconformal mapping into fill \ .. [ii, h} cannot be 
defined on all of fill nor on all of H". For topological reasons fill is ruled 
out. For H", consider the condenser with components Co = B(O, 1) and 
C I = [ %,} whose capacity is zero. It will be mapped onto a condenser with 
components which will not reduce to points. Therefore its capacity will be 
positive. 
3.6. The Constant of Quasicon/"ormality in the Convergence Theorem 
PROPOSITION 16. If '/;, is a sequence of (K - qc )-mappings which con-
rerges local/y uniformly in D to'/; then f is K-quasiconj(mnal or constant. 
If f is not constant, then d(f( p), f( q)) > 0 for some p, qED and the 
assumptions of Theorem F are satisfied (at least in D\. [p, q}). The limit 
function f is thus K'-quasiconformal. It must be shown that K' < K. 
Since f is differentiable a.e. and ACL, it suffices to verify the dilatation 
condition 
at a.e. p E D. 
By composing the mapping f with conformal mappings, the dilatation is 
unchanged. Therefore the situation can be normalized such that p = 0 and 
f( p) = 0 and such that the tangent mapping./~ restricted to the horizontal 
subspace has the form 
./~ I HT= I~n 
• I 
A. II 
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It must be shown that ). ~ ~ K. 
Given £ > 0 choose c > 0 (c ~ 1) and consider the conjugate mappings 
Since for all c ~ 1, f;, converges uniformly to r (in a fixed neigh-
bourhood U of 0, independent of c) and since f' converges uniformly in U 
to the mapping 
it is possible to first choose c and then n such that 
dU;,(p), g(p)) < e for p E U. 
Furthermore, by taking c small enough, U can be chosen big enough to 
contain the set F which will be defined presently: 
Take the horizontal fibration determined by the left invariant vector 
field X = XI with fibers }'p(s), lsi ~ 1/2, and p in the cross section 
s= {llpll < I} n {XI =O}. 
The set F is the total fiber space 
F= U }'p' 
PES 
The mapping J~ is absolutely continuous along almost all fibers }'p and 
the length of the image fiber Yp=J;;}lp is given by 
The image }': of /,p under g is again a horizontal fiber in the fibering 
determined by X, and in particular it is a geodesic. From the inequality 
it can thus be deduced that 
We integrate now the fibering with respect to the measure crt' = i(X) dv 
(the contraction of X with the volume element dv) and apply the Holder 
inequality. Together with 
I J e X 1211 + 2 ~ K n + I J n. -=:: .r" 
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this gives 
j' ().I_[',)211+2di'~f 1(7,Y"+1 d}' 
S S 
Observe now that 
= r (r 12 If:,.XI ds)211+2 eI}' 
• S • I 2 
• • I. 2 (f I 2 ) 1211 + 1) 1211 + I I ~I j If:,.XI 211 + 2ds ds (h' 
'" .\" I '1 I ;2 
= K" + I f i, ~ dl'. 
/' 
and that the volumes of g(F) and f:,(F) compare within the order of e, 
ForD -+ 0 it therefore follows that 
J. ~" + 2 ~ K" + '. 
4. GEHRING'S U'-INTEGRABILITY 
Quasiconformal mappings in Euclidean spaces R" are defined as 
homeomorphisms with partial derivatives in L;:K which are of bounded 
dilation. In 1973 Gehring [G3] derived a reverse Holder inequality for the 
Jacobian determinant i( of quasiconformal mappings f and showed that 
the partial derivatives are in L{;,C for some p > n . This result lies right at 
the heart of the notion of quasiconformality. Many properties like local 
Holder continuity or the preservation of BMO spaces can be derived from 
it. We present here the complete calculations for the corresponding 
inequality on the Heisenberg group. In doing this we affirm that the 
complete theory of quasiconformality as it is known on Euclidean spaces 
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carries over to the Heisenberg group. We will not present any consequences 
of Gehring's inequality except that the result is used to show that the 
inverse of a quasiconformal mapping is again quasiconformal (Proposi-
tion 20). 
4.1. An Inequality for the lacobian Determinant 
In this section 1( denotes the Jacobian determinant of a K-quasi-
conformal mapping f: D ---> D'. As in the previous chapters, for all balls 
13(x, r) c D set 
a(x, r) = inf d(f(x),f(y» 
d(x,y)=r 
h(x, r) = sup d(f(x),f(y» 
d( '(, y) = r 
b(x, r) 
H(x,r)=--. 
a(x, r) 
PROPOSITION 17. There exists a constant c (depending on K and n only) 
such that for all 13(x, r) c D with b(x, r) ~ d(f(x), aD') the inequality 
(f if dV) lim ~ C f J;/m dv, 
Blx,r) Bix,r) 
m =2n+ 2, 
holds, 
Consider the fibration determined by a normalized, left invariant vector 
field Vand denote by }'x the fiber passing through x. If B(xo, r) c U we set 
Also, if d(x(j, XI) = r/2 denote by X 2 the point on Y" n cB(xo, r) which is 
closest to x I (if there are two, take anyone of them). The distances 
d(xo, xd=r/2 and d(xI' X2) are then comparable: 
r 2 ~ d( x I , X 2) ~ r, 
The distortion theorem applies to the ball B(x, r/2), 
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Here, H is a uniform upper bound for H(x, r). If f is absolutely con-
tinuous on }' = t'", then 
This inequality can be integrated over the curve family r = {,': " n B(xo, 
r/2) of- 0} of the fibration: 
!:.- J £Ii' ~ K Jell' J J; '" dA 1 = K J J;'" £Iv. H r r }'"I-" I-" 
From Eq. (1 ) in Section 1.2 it can then be concluded that 
nco B x o, - ~ HK r Jt" dv \ ( 
r)\('" II,'" 
2 . BI 'II. rl 
(" )1'" (r) c' \ ( r)\I''''f J J1dv ~c'h x O '-2 ~-:HK B x o'? Ji/melt' 
8("1),,-,2) (0..... B(xo,r) 
where (c')m is the volume of the unit ball. 
The conclusion 
( )
1,'''' f J1 dt, ~ c f J}'" dv 
B(x().rj B(\'o.r) 
is then an immediate consequence of the doubling inequality. 
COROLLARY. If B(x,ar)cQcB(x,r)for some aE(O, 1) and i{ B(x,r) 
satisfies the hypothesis of' the proposition, then 
for some constant c(a) depending on a. 
4.2. The Integrahility Result 
The following decomposition result in the spirit of Calder6n-Zygmund is 
taken from Koninyi and Vagi [KV], 
PROPOSITION 18. Let II)! 0 he integrahle on the hall B, with mean value 
f B h cll' ~).. Then there exists a sequence of' mutually disjoint measurahle 
suhsets Q" such that 
(i) B(x", r,,) c Q" c B(x,,, 3r,,) 
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(ii) 3 -"'A ~ tQn h dv ~ (2.3 2 )",), 
(iii) h~), a.e. in B\U:=I Q". 
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PROPOSITION 19. Assume that the function g ~ 0 is locally L m-integrable 
in a domain D and satisfies the inequalities 
(f g"'dv)lim~cf gdv 
Blx. r) 81'. r) 
and 
f gm dv ~ d f g'" dv BI '. 3r) • Bix. r) 
for all balls B(x, r) c D with radius r ~ ro and with d(x, cD) ~ 3ro with fixed 
constants c and d. Then there is a constant k > 0 such that for all 
pE em, m+k) 
( )
IP ( k )liP ( )1,'" gP dl' s:. gm dl' tiX' r) "" m + k - P tiX' rl . 
This inequality is satisfiedfor all balls B(x, r) \t'ith r ~ ro and d(x, aD) ~ 3ro. 
Proof Fix such a ball B = B(x, r) and normalize g such that 
The Calder6n-Zygmund decomposition is applied to the function h = gm. 
For s> I set 
E, = {x E B : g( x) > s} 
and choose {Q,,} according to the Calder6n-Zygmund decomposition such 
that 
(i) B(xj , r i ) c Qi c B(xj , 3r) 
(ii) 3- ls«tQ,gnldv)lnI<2.3 2 .s 
(iii) gnl~sm a.e. in B\U:~I Qj. 
It is important to realize that 
(f g'" dL') Ii'" ~ c' f g dv Q, Q, 
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with some constant c' depending on c and d. This is due to the fact that 
for some ball with r,:(ro and el(x,,?D)~coro. 
Take now t ~ I, sct .I' = 3( c'm/(m - 1 )) t and compare integrals over E, 
and £,. 
t~=3 Is«f gmdv)I''''<c'f gdv 
111-1 'Q, 'Q, 
t ~ I Qi I :( 5 g elv :( 5 g dl) + t I Qi I 
111 - 1 Q; Q, n f:, 
-t-IQJI:(5 g elv. 
'11 - 1 Q, n /,', 
On the other hand, EI C U /~ I Qj implies 
f, gm dl':( f f gm dv :( (2 . 32 . s)'" I I QJ I· 
"-I i~ I Q, ; 
These two inequalities together with the trivial relation 
then imply 
f . g'" dv = 5, ,g'" £11' + 5 ' g'" ell' 
1:/ 1'./ l:~ f'.1 
:( .1'''' I 5 ' g cll' + (2 . 32 . .I' )", L I Q i I 
Cr .I 
r 0 m-1r :(.1'''' I g cll' + (2 . 3 - . s)m ~~ . g dv 
, L, t ' I"~ 
:( at'" If. g dv 
1:/ 
with 
a= 3-- (m-I) 2"'.3 2"'+_,_ . ( e'm)'" ( 1 ) m-l 3cf11 
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Again as in Gehring's original proof, the inequality 
leads directly to the result 
with h(t)= SE,gdv, k=(m-1)/(a-1), m~p<m+k. 
Since gP ~ gm in B\EI' it follows that 
f k f k gP ~ gm dv = . B m+k-p B m+k-p 
Remember for this argument the normalization 
t gm dv= 1. 
The invariant statement (independent of the normalization) then is 
(( gP dv )liP ~(m + :_p) lip (( gm dV) lim. 
This result can now be applied to quasiconformal mappings f: D --+ D'. 
Given a domain U with compact closure in D, set 
do = inf d(f(x), D') 
XE U 
There is a positive number ro such that for all x E U, 
d(x, aD) > 3ro 
hex, 3ro) = max d(f(x),f(y)) < do. 
dlx. y) ~ 3ro 
F or the function g = 1 ym all the assumptions in Proposition 19 are 
satisfied. They are in fact established in the preceding section. Thus it 
follows that for all balls B(x, r) with x E U and r ~ ro the inequality 
( )
miP ( k )liP 17m dv, ~ if dv (IX. r) m + k - P tlX' r) 
holds whenever p E em, m + k). 
607 III I·) 
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Observe that we assumed only that I is quasiconformal and required no 
hypothesis concerning the inverse mapping I '. In the next section it will 
be proved that the inverse of a quasiconformal mapping is again quasicon-
formal. The integrability theorem for the Jacobian determinant will then 
finally be stated in a more satisfactory way, based on the knowledge that 
both I and I ' are quasiconformal. 
4.3. lm'erse H6lder Inequality alld lnz;erse Quasiconflmnal Mapping 
In the preceding section it was shown that the Jacobian determinant 1, 
of a quasiconformal mapping satisfies an inverse Holder inequality on 
sufficiently small balls: 
( . )"'1 f j B 1j cit' ~ k' B 1, cIl' 
for 1 ~ q < 1 + kim. This inequality shows that quasiconformal mappings 
are Holder continuous with respect to the volume measure. For any 
measurable subset A of 8 one has: 
1 ( I )"'1 ~ f 1, clL' ~ - r 1'j cIe \AI A \AI -.4 
This property will now be used to establish the quasiconformality of the 
inverse mapping. 
PROPOSITION 20. Iff is K-quasicollf<mnal thell so is its inverse. 
For balls 8'(::, .1') in the image domain D' of the quasiconformal mapping 
I we set 
a' = a'l::, s) = inf d(f '(::),f '(11')) 
d~;, 1\') = ,\ 
h' = h'(::, .1') = sup d(f '(::)'/ '( It·)). 
dt:, w) = \ 
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Our intention is to show that 
is uniformly bounded. 
I
. h'(z, s) 
Imsup-, --
.\~O a (z, s) 
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Take s sufficiently small such that the ball B(x, h') with center x =f 1(:) 
and radius h' is contained in the domain of definition D for the quasicon-
formal mapping f and furthermore such that the uniform distortion 
inequality 
H(x, r)~ K' 
and the inverse Holder inequality 
(f 1J dV) Iq ~ k' f 11 dv 
B(x,rl B(\',rl 
hold whenever ,. ~ h' (ef. Sections 3.4 and 4.3). The inclusion relations 
B(x, a') cf- I B'(:, s) c B(x, h') 
imply 
K'''' IfB(x, h')1 ~ IB'(:, s)1 ~ K'''' IfB(x, a')1 
When combined with the Holder estimate for volumes, 
IfB(x, a')1 ,;:. k' (IB(X, a' )1)1 -- Lq = k' (a')'" -m q 
IfB(x, b')1 " IB(x, h')1 h" 
this shows that 
h'(- s) 
_-_' _~ (K'2k'lint)q(q 11:= c'. 
a'(:, s) 
Next we have to prove the uniform bounded ness of 
I. If IB(:, s)1 1m sup _I . 
,_ 0 If B(z, s/2)1 
With sand a'(:, s) as above consider the ball B = B(x, a') and the set 
A =f IB(:, s/2}. 
If A ¢ B, then by the previous inequality 
B (x, ;:) c A 
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and therefore 
If' IB(:: .1')1 (c'a')'" 
. '~ _ (,'2m 
If IB(::,s/2)1""(a'/c')"'- . 
If however A c B, then the desired result is a consequence of the Holder 
continuity with respect to volume, 
(.' 
'" 
If IB(::,.I')I ./_IBI./(k,l.fBI)q·I,/ II ( ) "'- "'- ~(k'2"1)'II'/ II If 1 B(::, .1/2)1" IA I" If A I 
The quasiconformality of the inverse mapping is herewith established 
and it only remains to determine the constant of quasiconformality. 
The mapping g =f I is differentiable a.e. and satisfies a Beltrami equa-
tion. Also, for a.e. :: E D' the mapping f is differentiable and satisfies a 
Beltrami equation at the point x = g(::). 
The complex dilatation v of g at :: is related to the complex dilatation jj 
off at x=g(::). 
According to Section 2.2, the derivative of f at x. restricted to the 
horizontal hyperplane, can be expressed in complex notation as a real 
multiple of the symplectic matrix 
5 =(~ , Q 
with U l' U 2 E U(n) and 
A = diag( cosh t l' ... , cosh t,,) 
B = diag( sinh t I ' ... , sinh 1,,). 
The complex dilatation II is given by 
In order to calculate v, it suffices to consider the inverse matrix 
( 
P* 
5, 1= _ Q* -q*). P* 
The complex dilatation v at :: is then given as 
I'=P* I(_Q*)= -(U I AU2 )* I (018U 2 )* 
= -L'IA IBOi= -L' l U2 jjUj0i-
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Since U I, U 2 E U(n), the norm of v equals the norm of 11. The maximal 
dilatations off and of g = f- 1 therefore coincide. 
4.2. Gehring's Inequality 
In this section, Gehring's inequality is formulated for K-quasiconformal 
mappings f: D ~ D'. We use the notations introduced in Section 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 21. There exists an increasing function k: R + ~ R + with 
the following property: If S(x, s) c D and if sir> k( t), then 
a(x,s) 
--~t. 
h(x, r) 
The spherical ring R which is bounded by the concentric spheres oB(x, r) 
and eS(x, s) with s> r has capacity 
( )
-2,,- 1 
cap R = c" log; 
Under the quasiconformal mappingfit is mapped onto a ring R' whose 
unbounded component contains a point at distance a(x, s) from f(x), 
whereas the bounded component contains a point at distance h(x, r) from 
fix). Since 
cap R' ,;;; K cap R 
(/-1 is K-quasiconformal) it follows from the capacity inequality, 
Theorem E, that 
( S)-2,,-1 1 { h(x: r)} Kc" log - = K cap R ~ cap R' ~ - min .j2, _. -' -) r C a(x, s 
Consequently, if (log(slr))2,,+1 ~c"KC(1/.j2) then 
a(x, s) >- -IK-1C-I(1 (I ))2n+ 1 
,;.-- C" og sr. h(x, r) 
This clearly proves our claim. 
PROPOSITION 22. There exists an increasing function H: R + ~ R + with 
the following property: If 
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then 
This jimcliol1 H also depends Oil K alld n. 
In VICW of Proposition 5, thc assumption guarantees that the spherical 
flng 
R' = R'(H",B(f(x), a(x, ron. B(f(x), h(x, 1'1 ))) 
is contained in the image domain D' =jD. Its preimage R = R( H": Co. C 1 ) 
is a ring such that the continuum Co contains x and a point at distance ro 
from x, whereas the continuum C 1 contains 'l.. and a point at distance r 
from x. The capacity inequality implies that 
Consequently. 
1'0 Ccap R~-. 
I' 1 
111 1 
= K cap R' ~ cap R ~ C 
and therefore 
COROLLARY. 
h ( . . I' 1 ) 1 I 211 ~ 1 I 
-~exp (IIKC - . 
a 1'0 
prol'icied that 0 < 1'0 ~ r 1 ~ dist(x, 11D )/k( 1 ). 
PROPOSITION 23. There exists a constant c = c( K, II) such thar j(i/' all 
halls I\'ith I' < dist(x, 11 D)/k(1 ) 
(I lldt')lrIl~Cr l;m(k. 
\"' HI \, r) • H( \, r) 
m =2n+ 2. 
This is only a small modification of the result of Section 4.1. It suffices 
to observe that the condition I' < dist( x, (lD )/k( 1 ) implies that 
h(x, r)~dU(x), I'D'). 
Thc hypothesis of the proposition in Section 4.1 therefore is satisfied. 
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Similarly, Proposition 19 in Section 4.2 can be modified. When applied 
to the Jacobian determinant f r = g"', it will give the following result. 
THEOREM G. The facobian determinant of a K-quasiconformal mapping 
f: D --> D' sati.lfies the inequality 
whenever p E em, m + k) and 3r ~ dist(x, aD )/k( 1 ). 
Here, k and k( 1) are positive constants which depend on K and the 
dimension only. These constants are defined in Propositions 19 and 21. 
5. QUASICONFORMAL DEFORMATIONS 
This chapter is devoted to the infinitesimal theory. Quasiconformal 
deformations are related to quasiconformal mappings as the Lie algebra of 
a group is related to the group itself. Generators for contact transforma-
tions are of the form 
with p a real valued function. The estimates for the constant of quasi-
conformality of the flow are obtained similarly as in the Euclidean theory. 
It turns out that they depend on the second horizontal derivatives of the 
function p. The main result is stated in the last section. 
There are some technical difficulties in converting bounds for these 
derivatives into continuity estimates. This makes it necessary to include a 
section on integral representations. The results are then used to derive local 
Holder continuity for the flow. 
5.1. Generators for Contact Transformations 
Smooth quasi conformal mappings are contact transformations. The 
infinitesimal generators for the one-parameter groups of contact transfor-
mations have been determined by Libermann. In this section we closely 
follow her exposition [Ll We will state and prove the result for the case 
of the contact structure on the Heisenberg group. In the following section 
we will then give an explicit bound for the quasiconformality constants in 
a smooth flow of contact transformations. 
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Contact structures on a (2n + I )-dimensional manifold are determined by 
equivalence classes of one-forms w of maximal rank: 
(dwt A W "" 0 on M. 
The forms OJ and w' determine the same contact structure if w' = veo for 
some positive function v. 
A diffeomorphism h: M --> M is a contact transformation (with respect to 
the contact structure defined by w) if h*w = lew for some non vanishing 
scalar function J.. We will use the terminology that h is "orientation 
preserving" if ). is positive and "orientation reversing" otherwise. 
Assume then that 11., is a one-parameter group of contact transformations 
Since 
= )."U" . h,,) (j) 
it follows that }.,p." h,)=}.,p"h")=}.,,+,, and in particular that J. is 
positive. 
The local one-parameter group h, of contact transformations induces a 
map of the full tensor algebra at x onto the tensor algebra at h, (x j. In 
accordance with Kobayashi and Nomizu [KN], this map is denoted by h,. 
lt is induced by (11.,)* on vectors; it then is ((hJ~) 1 on covectors, i.e., 
(11 J * on forms and extends to all tensors. 
Denote the infinitesimal generator of h, by L'. The Lie derivative L, is 
then defined by 
-L,.= lim 
h,-id 
.\ _0 S 
The infinitesimal generator v is thus determined by the derivatives with 
respect to s at s = O. Setting 
(/)'.\ I /l=~ , 
ds ,~O 
the equation h;w = )JO implies 
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With the standard formula L,w = i(v) dw + d(i(v) w) and with the defini-
tion p = w( v), this gives 
i( v) dw + dp = J1W. 
Since w is of maximal rank, the space {X: dw( X, Y) = 0 for all Y} is 
one-dimensional. There exists therefore a unique vector field T such that 
itT) dw = 0 and w( T) = l. 
The infinitesimal generator v then has a unique decomposition 
v = w(v) T + h(v) 
where h(v) is "horizontal": 
w(h(v)) = O. 
There is an isomorphism 
:x: X -> i(X) dw 
between the horizontal vector fields and the semi-basic I-forms .9 (i.e., the 
I-forms 9 such that i}( T) = 0). 
The equation i( v) dw + dp = J1W can then be rewritten. First apply T to 
obtain fl = J1w( T) = Tp and substitute the representation for v, 
i( w( v) T + h( 1')) dw + dp = i(h( v)) dw + dp = (Tp) w. 
The result is 
:x(h( v)) = (Tp) w - dp 
and the infinitesimal generator v is represented as 
v = w(v) T + h(v) = pT + :x-I«Tp) w - dp). 
This is the general result derived by Libermann. It shows that to any 
smooth function p there corresponds an infinitesimal contact transforma-
tion v. Conversely, to any v there corresponds the function p = w(l'). 
In the Heisenberg setting, the contact structure is defined by the left 
invariant form 
n n 
w=i L (-z;d::;+::;dz;)+dt= L (-2y,dx j +2xj dy,)+dt 
;~ I 
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with 
dw = 2i I d:;, /\ (E I = 4 L dx, /\ (~\',. 
1- I ,- I 
The vector field T determined by i( T I dw = 0 and (1)( T I = I is T = ('/ I't. 
For X=L;'=I (aIZ,+cl,Z/I the semi-basic form 'X(XI=i(X)dw evaluated 
on Y =:LZ _ I (h" Z" + iikzd is given as 
'X(X)(Yl=riw(X, n=2i I (a,h,-rJ,h,1 
,~ I 
" 
= 2 I (-icl, d:;, + ia l d~,)( n. 
, I 
The vector field l' can then be calculated from 
(Tpll!}-dp= - I [(ZIP)d:;,+(Z,p)d~,)J 
, I 
as 
r=pT+'X 1((Tp)w-dp) 
i 
=pT+"2 I [(Z,p)Z,-(ZIP)ZJ 
,- I 
I n 
= - I [- ( Y, p) XI + (XI p) Y, ] + p T. 
4 I I 
The result is summarized as follows. It is a special case of the theorem 
of Libermann. 
PROPOSITION 24. The infinitesimal generator l" 0/ a (local I one 
parameter group of C I -contact trans/ilrl1lations has a represelltarioll o/the 
form 
i 1'="2 I [(Z,p)Z,-(ZIPIZJ+pT 
,~ I 
with p a real ('a/ued C I ~fill1cti(}n. COllr('fsely, aery sllch l'ector field is the 
infinitesimal generator 0/ a local one-parameter group of C I. -contact trans-
forma t iOlls. 
5.2. Estimate j(Jr the Constant of QlIllsiconfiJrl/la/ity 
On the Heisenberg group H" we will fix the frame : XI' .. " X}", X ln + \ : 
of left invariant vector fields. 
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These will be given, with a slight change of notation, as 
r [! 
X,=-.-+2y, -;::-, [Ix) ct 
C C X,,+)=-~--2Xj-;-' 
CY, ct 
C 
X 2,,+ I =-;-t' ( 
j= 1, "" n, 
j= I, ",,11, 
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Let {.':f l , '", ::f2", .9 2,,+ I} = {dx l , "" dx". dYI' "" dy", w} be the dual frame 
and 
2" 
g=I:J/~.9, 
i= I 
the positive quadratic form describing the Carnot-Caratheodory metric 
on H", 
For any contact transformation, the pullback metric hg rescaled by the 
appropriate power of the Jacobian determinant J Ii of h will express the 
change of the conformal structure, We will derive estimates for J h I (" + Ilhg 
along a one-parameter group 11., of contact transformations, 
The lowest dimensional Heisenberg group H I was already considered in 
[KR 1]. The present calculation is done within a slightly more general 
framework. 
d - (d -
-(J.I("+llhg(X Y»=J 11,,+11 -Jzg(X Y) ds h," h, ds" , 
1 -I d - ) 
---I J Ii -d J h ,h,.g(X, y) , n + ' s ' 
For the calculation of the derivative of the Jacobian determinant J, = JI!, 
note that 
!i _I' J,'-'11., -) 
d J,.- 1m J, s ,~O t 
Upon taking Lie derivatives in direction of the infinitesimal generator r 
of the local one-parameter group of transformations it then follows that 
J -1 
-lim -' -.9 1 /\ '" /\ .9 2'1+ I ,~O t 
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211 + 1 
= L i} \ /\ .,. /\ L" ,9, /\ ... /\ i} 21t 4 \ 
i c \ 
=L <XI ,L".'}i>,9\/\ ... /\,'}211+\+Ji,9\/\ ... /\,'}211+\' 
I~ \ 
In this calculation we used the relation 
L,w = 110) 
which holds for contact transformations. Observe also that the volume 
element is given by (dUJ)" /\ w. Therefore 
L, (dw) = d( L,.(I)) = dll /\ OJ + I( dw 
L,,( (dW)" /\ (!)) = (11 + I) fI( (dw)" /\ (!)). 
If r is represented as 
211 + I " 
[' = L ['jX, = ~ I [( - YIP) XI + (X,p) YiJ + pT 
j~ \ i~ \ 
this leads to the equations 
2n 
fiJi = L <Xi' L",')i> = LXII', = ~ L - [X" YJ p = nTp. 
I~ \ ,- I 
As concerns the derivative 
d - I ~ h, g( X, Y) = lim - g( 11, + ,. X, 11, + ,. Y) - g( II" X, II" Y), 
cis I-ol 
it can be expressed as 
With g( X, y) = (L~1l I i}10 i}l)( X, Y) the calculation for the Lie derivative 
is as follows: 
= L {(i( 1:) d + di(v)) ,9,0 ,'}j + ,9i0 (i(l')d + di(l')) ,'f, :(X
" 
X k ) 
= L [(d,'ji(L', X,) + X,I',)(Xk , if i > 
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So far it has only been used that ,9 1 , .. " .9 2,,+ I is the dual frame to 
XI, .. " X 2" + 1 (the dual pairing is denoted by the bracket < , », In the 
present situation we have 
i, k = 1, .. " 2n, 
since d.9 k = 0, k = 1, .. " 2n, The result of the entire calculation is then 
where the quadratic form Q = L,g - pg can be expressed in coordinates 
with respect to the frame as 
In the next step we derive a differential inequality, Define 
and observe that 
d ~ 
_(J-1il,,+I) Ilh gI12)=J~ 1.(,,+1) " h Q(X X) ds s .~ oS .L.\ I' J' 
,~ 1 
The tangent mapping (h,)* restricted to the horizontal plane is 
represented by a matrix H. We also write Q for the matrix (Q(Xj , X k )), The 
expression E;: 1 hsQ(Xj , Xj) can then be written as 
tr HtrQH. 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
tr HtrQH,,;;.IIQII IIHHtfl1 ,,;;.IIQIIIIHf 
where 
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and 
2n 
IIHIl" = tr Ht'H = L h,g(X" X,) = Ilh,gf. 
,~ I 
It therefore follows that 
Assume then that 
" 
l' = ~ ~ I (Yj p) X, + ~ L (X, p) Y, + p T 
, I j~ I 
is a C' -vector field generating a flow h, of contact transformations. The 
differential inequality 
shows that 
provided Lt'~ _ I Q(X,. X,,)2 is uniformly bounded by ("2. This means that 
the mappings h, arc quasiconformal with quasiconformality constant 
bounded in dependence of III. 
A precise calculation for the constant of q uasiconformality gives the 
following estimate: Decompose If in the form 
H = ,,/'J: K, DK2 
with K,EU(n) and D=diag(c'l, .... 1"". I' 11, ... ,1' I.,). 
Then 
" Ilh,f.?11 2 =trlf t'If=).trD 2 =1. I (c2I'+e 21') 
, - I 
and the Jacobian determinant J, of 11, is given by 
The constant of quasiconformality K = max ('21, is then bounded 111 
dependence of the relation 
K + K I + (II ~ I) 2 ~ 2ne' 1'1 
~(K+K 1)~I+fl(ecl'I~I). 
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The condition that 11 Q II is uniformly bounded can be formulated con-
veniently in complex notation. With the expressions 
and 
1 211 
-'Xv=Tp 
nL. 'f 
,~ 1 
L'j= -~ Y,P, 
l'f+II=~XjP' 
j= 1, .. " n, 
there follows for j, k = 1, ... , n, 
Q(Xj , Xd = - ~Xj YkP - ~Xk YJ P - bjk Tp = - ~X, YkP - ~ YjXkP 
Q(Xf , Yd=~XjXkP-~YkYjP 
Q( Yj , Xd = - ~ Y, YkP + ~XkXjP 
Q( Yj , Yd = ~ Y,X kP + ~ YkXiP - bjk Tp = ~ YjXkP + ~Xi YkP· 
The quadratic form Q can therefore be expressed as 
Q(XJ , Xd = 1m ZjZkP = - Q( Yj , Yd 
Q(XI' Yd = Re ZjZkP = Q( YJ , Xd· 
If it is extended bilinearly to the complexification, then 
Q(Zj' Zk) = -2iZ;ZkP. 
The matrix (ZjZk P );: b 1 controls the distortion of the conformal 
structure of the flow. Furthermore, 
211 
J. k ~ 1 I. k ~ 1 
PROPOSITION 25. Assume that h, is a one-parameter family of C'l'-diffeo-
morphisms generated by the vector field 
with P E C'. rr 
II 
2 I IZjZkpl2~c2 
i. k ~ 1 
then h, is K-quasiconformal with 
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5.3. Integral Representatio/ls 
This section deals with real-valued functions p satisfying 
j, k = 1, ... , n. 
We start by showing that p E C,' (H") is determined by its second 
derivatives 
j, k = 1, ... , n. 
" 
4L2 = I (Z,Z/ZkZk + Z,Z/ZkZk + Z/Z,ZkZk + Z/Z;ZkZk)' 
,. k ~ I 
On the other hand. 
Z,ZkZ/Zk = 2iTfJ ,k Z,Zk + Z,Z/ZkZk 
= 2iTfJ ,k Z,Zk + 2iTZkZ k + Z,Z;ZkZk 
2Z;ZkZ/Zk = 4iTfJ lk Z ,Z k + 2iTZkZ k + Z;Z,ZkZk + Z,Z;ZkZk' 
and this shows that 
" II 
2 I (Z;ZkZ,Zk + Z,ZkZ,Zk) = (4i + 2in) T I (ZkZk - ZkZd + 4L 2 
I. k ~ I k ~ I 
= 2in(4i + 2in) T2 + 4L 2 
" ~ I (Z;ZkZ/Zk + Z/ZkZ,Zd = -n(n + 2) Tl + L" 
I. k ~ I 
=(L-,,/'n(n+2) T)(L+ v/n(n+2) T). 
If the second derivatives g;k = Z,ZkP of p are known, then 
Dp:= ~ I (ZIZkZ,Zk + Z;ZkZ,Zd p = ~ I (Z/Zkg;k + Z/Zd,d 
~ ~k 
can be calculated by taking derivatives. Observe now that with 
'J. = i.,./n(2 + n), 
Tp = T(L + i'J.T) I (L - i'J.T) I Dp 
1 I I 1'1\ --
=-2' [(L-i'J.T) -(L+i'J.T) j-2L.(ZjZkg;k+Z/Zd/d. 
1'Y. I. k 
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This proves that Tp is represented as a linear combination of singular 
integrals. We will now be more specific about this. Denote by (/1, the 
fundamental solution for the operator L, (± ex f= n, n + 2, n + 4, ... ), 
(/1, :::: c;- 1 (I zl2 _ it) - (n +> 1/2 (Iz 12 + it) .- (n - '1/2 
with 
22 - n rr n + 1 
C ::::---------
, F(( n + a )/2) F(( n - a )/2 ) 
(see Folland and Stein [FSl, p. 440]). Then 
f= L,(f * (/1,) = (L,i) * (/1, 
for all fEe;,. Here, as usual, the convolution product is defined by 
f*g(u)=J f(v)g(v-1u)dv. 
H" 
Following Folland and Stein [FSl, p. 445], we now write differentia-
tions as convolutions with distributions. If V is an element of the Lie 
algebra of Hn generating the one-parameter subgroup }'(s), then 
d 
Dv(f) = ds f{y( -s»15~o 
defines a distribution whose support is the origin in Hn. If V is identified 
with the left invariant vector field Von Hn, then differentiation in the direc-
tion of V is given by f * D v. On the other hand, if V is identified with the 
right invariant vector field V- then differentiation with respect to V takes 
the form D v * f The distributions defined by the vector fields Zj and Zj 
will be denoted by D j and 15;, respectively. 
With this background we can now express Tp in the form 
1" __ 
Tp = -4. L. (gjk * D k * Dj + gjk * D k * Dj ) * ((/1 - i, - (/1 i,)· 
/rI. j. k 
The kernels Dk * Dj * (/1 ±i, and 15k * 15j * (/1 ±i, are homogeneous of degree 
- 2n - 2. In the terminology of Folland and Stein [FS 1, p. 448] these are 
principal value distributions. The associated singular integral operators 
extend continuously to the LP-spaces 1 <p < x (Koninyi and Vagi [KV]) 
and the space L % is mapped continuously into BMO (see Folland and 
Stein [FS2, p. 188], where the result is stated for the HP-spaces). 
The operator L can be written as 
n n 
L = -t I (ZkZk + ZkZd = inT - L ZkZk· 
k~l k=l 
6()7 III 1·6 
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The derivatives Z, p, j = I, ... , n, can thus be calculated from Tp and 
ZjZkP by inverting the operator L 
Zjp=L I (inz,TP- f ZkZkZ,P). 
k~1 
The kernels of the convolution operators LIZ, and L IZk are given by 
D, * cPo and Dk * cPo. They are homogeneous of degree -2n - 1. 
We now use the fact that the product of two convolution operators 
K\ and Ko with kernels k I homogeneous of degree - 2n - 1 and ko 
homogeneous of degree - 211 - 2 is well defined (cf. Folland [F, Proposi-
tion 1.13]). The kernel k 0 * k I is homogeneous of degree - 2n - 1 and 
KIKoI=I* (k o * k l )= (I* koJ * k l • 
The derivatives Zj p for pEe,' (H") can thus be expressed as linear com-
binations of convolution integrals of the functions Kjk = ZjZk P and g,k = 
Z,Zk p where the kernels for the convolution operators are homogeneous 
of degree - 2n - I. 
PROPOSITION 26. Set 
'Y.=i"lin (2+n), 
and thus 
Theil jor any pEe,' I H") the j(JIlOlrinK representations 111 terms oj" 
gkl= DkD1P and gkl= DkD1P hold: 
" Z,p=inTp*k,- I gl,*k., 
I~ I 
" 
ZjP= -inTpd(j- I g,j*k j. 
,~ I 
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Note that this proposition also persists for complex valued functions p. 
[n this case, however, itkl as defined above would not be the complex con-
jugate of g kl' 
DEFINITION. A bounded continuous functionf on Hn is in the Zygmund 
space 1\ L if 
Ilfll 
If(vu) + f(vu- L) - 2f(v)1 
1\1=SUP <x. 
u, I Ilull 
[f g is a function of compact support in C'-(H n ) and if k is a 
homogeneous kernel of degree - 2n - I, k E C x (H II {O}), then according 
to a theorem of Folland and Stein [FS I, p. 465] 
with a constant depending on the kernel k. The previous proposition there-
fore implies that 
IIZj Plll\l ~ const L IIZkZjpl1 x 
k.j 
for all real valued functions pE C,"·(H"). 
It is well known that the function p E C;' (H") is determined by its 
derivatives Zj p and Zj p. The integral representation is 
p = ~ L (Z j p * k j + Zj P * k). 
j~ I 
Altogether, p thus has a representation in terms of ZkZjP and ZkZ/P. 
The convolution kernels needed to express p are homogeneous of degree 
-2n, they are convolution products of k j (or kj ) with the previous kernels 
of homogeneity - 2n - I. 
5.4. Holder Estimate for Quasiconformal Flows 
[n this section we study the properties of the flow determined by a 
continuous vector field with compact support, which is of the form 
v=~ i ((Zjp)Z,-(Zjp)Zj)+pT 
j~ L 
1 II 
= - L (- ( Yj P ) Xj + (Xj p) Yj ) + pT. 4 . 
,~ L 
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If the real valued function p is smooth (p E C,' (H")) then the associated 
flow 11, will be a flow of contact transformations. We will finally show that 
under the sole hypothesis that 
k, j= I, ... , 11, 
the flow is quasiconformal. 
First we establish the continuity properties of such a flow. It is well 
known that a continuous function IE 1\ ' (H") has a continuity modulus of 
the form 
w(r) = r( I + Ilog rl). 
So, in particular, if liZ k Z, p II f. ~ c; k,j = I, ... , n (and if p is a real valued 
function of compact support determining the continuous vector field v 
above) then by the previous result ZiP E 1\' (H"). Consequently, 
IX, p(q, 1 - XI p(q2ll ~ kow(d(q" q2)) 
I Y,p(qd- Y,p({I2)1 ~ko(!)(d(q" q2))' 
for any two points q"q2EH" and for some fixed constant kll' 
We will need an estimate for the remainder of the linear approximation 
of p in the direction of the distinguished tangent plane 
II 11 
Rp(q" q2) = P(Q2) - p(q,) - L (x; - x:) XiP(qd - L CJ'7 - yJ) Y,p(q,). 
i~ , ,~ , 
Here, the points q k E H" are expressed in coordinates as 
qk = (x7, ... , x~, .1'7, ... , y~, tk ) k= I, 2 
PROPOSITION 27. If Xi P and Y i p, j = I, ... , n, are continuous with con-
tinuity modulus (I)(r) = r( I + Ilog rl) as spec(jied ahm'e, then there exists k, 
such that 
For the proof connect q, and q2 by a horizontal curve " of length 
I ~ ad( q, , q2)' The constant a is required because the Carnot-Caratheodory 
metric only compares within a factor of a with the Heisenberg distance. Let 
,'( t) be the arc-length parametrization of I'. 
1= r
l 
IV}'(t)1 dt IV}'(t)1 = I 
'0 
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(with V the horizontal gradient). Then for any smooth function f on un, 
In particular, for the coordinate functions x;, Yj 
This then implies the estimate for R = Rp(q" q2), 
R = t [J, XjP(y(t)) Xjy(t) + ;t, YjP(y(t)) Y;l!(t) 
- ;t, Xjp(qd Xj}'(t) - jt, YjP(qd Y/I'(t)] dt 
IRI ~ f~ [;t IXjp(y(t)) - Xjp(q,)1 IXj}'(t)1 
+jt,IYjP(y(t))- YjP(qdIIYj,·(t)I]dt 
~ f~ IVp('l'(t)) - Vp(qdIIV}'(t)1 dt 
~ J2n ko r d(,,(t), y(O))( 1 + Ilog d(y(t), ,'(0))1) dt. 
o 
Since d( i'( t), i'(O)) ~ t and since 
I {~+I;G+logl). 1~1, 
Lt(I+ IIOgt l )dt= 12 (3 ) 
- - -log 1 I< I, 
2 2 ' 
it follows that 
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We already noticed that l~ad(ql' q~) for some constant a> l. The 
proposition is thus a direct consequence of this inequality. 
PROPOSITION 28. Assume that 
v=~ I (-(Y,p)Xi+(X,p) Y,)+pT 
i 0 I 
is a continuous l'ector field with compact support ill H". If Xi P and Y i p, 
j= I, ... ,11, are continuous with continuity modulus w(r) = r( 1+ Ilog rl), then 
the flow 11., generated hy l' is focally Hiilder continuous. 
There exist fimctions x: R ---> (0, I] and C: R ---> R + such that 
It'henel'er d(ql' (2)~ I. 
In particular, the f7011' h, is uniquely determined. 
For the proof consider the curve through q in the direction of v(q) which 
is the left translate of the one-parameter group exp .1'(, q I v). The vector 
'" 1[" is the left translate (by q I) of the vector l'(q). For simplicity, this 
curve is written as q exp .I'd q). 
We now calculate the first variation (dp/ds)I,~() for 
Having introduced the curves in the direction of the vector fields at q" 
i = I, 2, this variation can be expressed as 
Observe that 
with 
Set now 
exp Sl'(q) = s(a(q), h(q), c(q)) 
a(q) = - ~(YIP, ... , YIIP)(q) 
h(q) = ~(XIP, ... , XIIP)(q) 
c(q) = p(q). 
exp sl'(q,) = s(a" hi' c, ), i= I, 2 
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in order to obtain 
((expsv(qd)-I q,lq}expsv(q2) 
= (-sal' -sb l , -SCI )(i, .f', t)(sa}, sb}, SC 2 ) 
= (i + s(a2 - a l ), ji + s(b2 - b l ), 
t + S(C2 - C I ) - 2s(.", b2 + b l ) + 2sU', a2 + a l )) + O(S2) 
d 4(ql exp sv(qd, q2 exp SV(q2)) 
= [U, i) + 2s(i, a2 - a l ) + (ji, n + 2s(j\ b2 - b l ) + O(S2)]4 
+ U + s(c2 - c l ) - 2s(.", b2 + b l ) + 2sU', a2 + a l ) + O(s2)f 
dp lId 41 
ds .\~O = 4p 3 ds P .\~o 
By assumption 
and thus 
la 2 - all ~ ko d(ql, q2)(1 + Ilog d(ql, q})I) 
Ib 2 - bll ~ ko d(q}> q2)( 1 + Ilog d(ql, q2)1) 
Since It I ~d2(ql' q2) there remains the estimate for 
C2 - C I - 2(i, b2 + b l ) + 2(J\ a2 + a l ) 
= HC2 -C I - (X2 -XI' 4bd + (>'2 - YI' 4ad] 
- H C I - C2 - (x I - X 2' 4b2) + (y I - Y2' 4a2 )] 
= 1 Rp(ql' q2) -1 Rp(q2, qd· 
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Recall from the preceding proposition that the remainder term Rp 
satisfies the inequality 
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Summarizing the above estimates we thus arrive at 
It can be concluded that p(s)=d(h,(qd, h,(q2)) satisfies the differential 
inequality 
IdPI - ~k2P(l + Ilogpil ds 
with k2=4ko+~kl' 
Now set 
{
I + Ilog pi 
u= (l + Ilogpill 
u' 
u p(I+llogpll 
p~1 
p~1 
The function log(u 'p) then satisfies the differential inequality 
and therefore 
I
:!.. log( u' p ) I ~ k 2 
ds 
The function inverse to u is given by 
1'( r 1 = {exp( y - 1 ), 
. exp(l - Ily), 
and 
v>1 . , 
y < I, 
In order to see that this gives local Holder continuity we express the 
result explicitly for the case u '. p(O 1 ek~ 1,1 ~ I. 
Setting C((s) = e k~ 1,1 we obtain from 
that 
and finally 
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(I-log p(S))-1 ~ ek~ 1'1(1 -log p(O)) I 
a(s)(l-logp(O))~ I-Iogp(s) 
log p(s) ~ 1 - a(s) + a(s) log p(O) 
p(s) ~ p(Otl;) e 1 . ~(5). 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
5.5. The Main Theorem for Quasiconformal Deformations 
THEOREM H. Assume that 
v = ~ t [( Z) p) Zj - (Zj p) ZJ + p T 
j~l 
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is a continuous real vector field with compact support in Htl. If the distrihu-
tional derivatives ZkZjP are in L X(HtI) and if 
tI 
2 L IIZkZjpl1 ~ ~ c2 
j, k ~ I 
then t' generates a floH' 11., of quasiconformal mappings, The cons/ant of 
quasiconformality K = K(s) of 11., satisfies the inequality 
1(K + K- 1 ) ~ 1 + n(e' 151 - I). 
For the proof of this theorem choose an approximation of the identity 
C,pm = nz 211 + 2cp 0 b
m
ln+:!, mEN, 
with qJ E Ci-"(Hn), qJ ~ 0, and f H qJ dv = I. 
The potentials 
then satisfy 
k,j= I, "" n. 
So by Proposition 3 and the discussion following it there exists a 
subsequence of Pm which will again be denoted by Pm' such that the partial 
derivatives Zj Pm converge in /\ I (H") 
nf- ,x 
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In particular. Z, fI is continuous with continuity modulus 
kor( 1 + Ilog rl) 
Proposition 28 tells us that the flow fl, is uniquely determined, it even 
satisfies a local Holder condition. 
Consider then the flows h';' generated by the approximating vector fields 
l'"1=~ f ((Z;fI,,,)Z;-(Z;flII')Z,)+p,,,T. 
- ,~I 
The flows h~' are uniformly locally Holder continuous. By the Arzela-
Ascoli theorem a subsequence will converge locally uniformly to a flow il,. 
but then 11, will have to coincide with the unique flow 11, generated by ['. 
This argument shows that for /1l --> (f~. the flow h';' converges locally 
uniformly to II,. 
By Proposition 25, the flows h':' are quasiconformal with quasiconfor-
mality constant K bounded by 
~(K + K 1):( t + n(c" III - t) 
where 
c'=max IIZkZ;flmll" 
k. , 
The locally uniform convergence /(' --> 11., then implies, in view of 
Proposition 16 in Section 3.6, that 11, is K-quasiconformal with 
~(K+K 1):(t+n(e,I'I-t). 
This completes the proof of Theorem H. 
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